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The concept of the Next Industrial Revolution is relatively new. Information regarding this topic is
not mainstream. There is little literature on how design, and the scientific principles, outlined in the
Natural Step, are interconnected within the concept of the Next Industrial Revolution.
In this thesis, I explore the big picture ofwhere companies are today regarding sustainability issues,
and how some companies are taking the lead in participating in this revolutionary new idea of the
Next Industrial Revolution. How are these companies different? What are the similarities? Why
and when do some companies choose to take revolutionary approaches, while others progress in an
evolutionary fashion? These are the questions I have attempted to answer.
Through casestudies, this thesis identifies who is preparing for the Next Industrial Revolution, what
steps are being taken in preparation, what tools are needed, and how well the companies are
progressing towards their goals. The casestudies highlight challenges companies experience in
defining and reaching the goal of sustainable development. This approach also includes companies
that are not implementing strategies and/or the tool of the Next Industrial Revolution, and attempts
to explain the issues surrounding their decision to not take this path.
I. Introduction
"Business must be profitable to survive, but it must also face the call to become sustainable
to enable us all to survive - Gro Harlem
Bruntland." *
A. The Big Picture
Industry is starting to awaken to the many opportunities being generated by protecting the natural
environment. While there is still much discussion regarding the severity and magnitude of
environmental damage, many believe that past and present patterns already have irreversibly
damaged the Earth. So, as scientists debate and policy makers try to dictate a response, many
businesses are trying to address the issue of sustainable development.
In 1987, the book Our Common Future produced by the World Commission on Environment &
Development, also known as the Bruntland Commission, introduced to the business world the
idea of sustainable development. The Bruntland Commission defined sustainable development as
the development or progress that "meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own
needs"2
by ensuring equitable opportunities for all.
Arthur D. Little provides an additional definition of sustainable development as a "global push
for companies to build their long-term business strategies around three interconnected goals:
economic growth, environmental excellence, and social
responsibility."3
Sustainable
development is a concept, it provides an agenda, not a blueprint for design. There are no
assigned steps to follow to reach sustainability, "it is a process of harmonizing resource use,
investment, technological development and institutional
change."
4
In this age of accelerating change with new technologies and expanding global markets, there
has been a demand for an increase in environmental and social justice. The result is changing the
way industry does business, adding new challenges and opportunities that must be capitalized
upon quickly. Business can not continue with business as usual. New strategies and tools must be
implemented to address the decline of the Earth's ability to support this pattern. Businesses that
survive and prosper will implement strategies and tools that lead them toward the goal of
sustainable development.
B. How DidWe Get So OffCourse?
Industrialism came into place when there were plenty of resources and few people. Now the
situation has reversed. What people and businesses alike often forget is the close link between
the environment and our economic activity. "We are part of a complex system which is not
limitless but
interconnected." 5
A well-known article published in Science magazine in 1968, by Garret Hardin, discussed what





refers to the resources that are
shared by a group of people, for example, air, water, and land. What Hardin argued is that,
eventually, with each person using the resources and depositing waste into the commons with
each person acting in their own best interest, the
"commons"
is destined for failure. For example:
two farmers share a piece of community land. One day Farmer Brown decides to buy another
cow. Farmer Brown benefits from the additional income from the extra cow. However, Farmer
Jones notices that his cow is starting to look malnourished and the cow's yield is less than
expected. The added burden ofFarmer Brown's extra cow has led to overgrazing and there is not
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enough food to support all of the cows. The long-term result is that the land can not handle the
overgrazing and the pasture is ruined for all. When resources decline and populations increase
the mindset that each person has a right to the
"commons"
starts to break down. Traditionally,
our natural resources are treated as "commons". The mindset that each person has the right to
these
"commons"
to use in their own best interest has helped to destroy or damage much of the
world's rain forests, oceans, fisheries and waterways. It has helped to contribute to global
warming with the addition ofgreenhouse gasses into our atmosphere.
C. Road to Sustainability
Business will be the driver towards sustainable development. Business is the only entity with the
capital, motivation, and technology to achieve sustainable development. Businesses that manage
and anticipate the new challenges will gain a competitive edge in the years to come.
Based on interviews of 30 large companies, the Business Social Responsibility Education Fund
has prepared a study that concludes that "sustainability is beginning to emerge as a new
framework for companies to address their environmental management and, indeed, their business
decisions
overall."7
The study does go on to note that the majority of companies committed to
sustainable development are not far along in defining what sustainable development means to the
company, nor how that can be translated into sustainable business practice.
Businesses pursue sustainable development for a variety of reasons. Today, the three most
common reasons heard from business leaders are: morality, compliance, and business
opportunity.8
Morality, because it is the right thing to do. There is also more of a demand from
the consumer for social and environmental justice, and business is starting to align their values
with what the customer desires. The second business reason for sustainable development is
compliance. The trend is for more government regulation; therefore it is likely that government
will remain a driver in business decisions regarding the environment for years to come.
9
The
third business reason for sustainable development is opportunity and value. According to Arnold
and Day this is the least frequently mentioned reason, but it has the potential for making lots of
money while protecting the
environment.10
That sustainable development can lead to innovative
new technologies, new markets and increased opportunities is an emerging idea. Table 1.1
shows the many ways that sustainability creates value for companies.
Further incentives to pursue sustainable development and address environmental impacts through
redesign include: take-back laws, extended product responsibility, industry collaboration, new
systems of commerce and increasing academic programs with green design curricula.
n
Already
more than 28 countries have passed product
"take-back" laws.12
Take-back laws make the
company accountable for the disposal of the packaging and the product at the end of the
product's useful life. Companies selling in these markets must redesign their products and
packaging to accommodate efficient recovery and reuse if they expect to be profitable. In
countries where take-back laws are not yet mandated, increasing support for extended product
responsibility is emerging. Extended product responsibility increases the responsibility the
companies have throughout the entire lifecycle of the product, including selection of materials,
manufacturing, use and disposal of products. Businesses are fostering partnerships with
associations and other stakeholders to pursue issues of sustainable development. These
collaborations will increase communication and sharing of ideas that will lead to positive steps in
4
Table 1.1 How Sustainability Creates Value for Companies
How Sustainability Creates Value for Companies
Type ofValue Example
Access to Capital Swiss Bank purchased several million shares of stock of Bristol-Myers Squibb as
part of its efforts to invest in companies with strong environmental and financial
performance.
Asset Retention Companies such as Dell Computer, Interface Flooring, and Volkswagen have or are
developing products that are leased rather than sold to customers, enabling the
companies to retain much of the
products'
value.
Brand Image McDonald's has enhanced its brand image by buying $2 billion worth of recycled
products since 1990 without paying a price premium or otherwise increasing costs.
CompetitiveAdvantage Quad/Graphics Inc., a printing company, asked state regulators in West Virginia to
establish a very high performance standard for air emissions that Quad/Graphics
could meet but its competitors could not.
Employee Relations Gap, Inc. feels that its employees like to work in a place where they can express
their own values. As a result, it has found that its environmental initiatives have
helped attract and retain talented and committed employees.
Innovation DuPont, Herman Miller, and Patagonia are among those that have spurred
innovation inside their own companies and their suppliers by applying
environmental principles to the design and production ofproducts.
Market Share Collins & Aikman Floor Coverings has experienced increased demand after
offering a closed-loop recycled carpet product that meets or exceeds performance
criteria of its virgin products at no additional cost.
Productivity Boeing is among several companies that have documented significant increases in




Profit Margins Electrolux reported that its most environmentally sound product lines accounted for
5% of its sales and 8% of its profits in 1996.
Return on Investment Dow Chemical's environmental initiatives are expected to yield a 30% to 40% ROI
by the year 2005 and contribute 1% of the company's revenues over 10 years.
Quality Prince Street Carpets, a subsidiary of Interface Companies, installed skylights in its
production facilities, which not only reduced energy consumption but also
enhanced the quality by allowing products to be viewed under natural light.
Source: Business for Social Responsibility Education Fund
Source: The
'S'
Factor: Increasingly, Companies are Viewing
'Sustainability'
as a Business
Issue. (1998, June). TheGreenBusiness Letter [Online], 8. Available: www.greenbiz.com [1999,
June 16], p. 6.
the journey towards sustainable development (e.g., DesignTex and Ciba Geigy). Companies
are already starting to change the system of commerce they are working within. For example,
Interface is starting to switch from a manufacturing to service industry with the introduction of
their EverGreen Lease Program. Lastly, there is an increase in the number of academic
programs that are incorporating green product design into their curricula. The increase of
educated professionals in the work force will foster designs that are sustainable.
Since business is driven by the bottom line, the road to sustainability focuses on the triple bottom
line: economic, ecological and social. The economic dimension deals with the recognition that
changes associated with sustainability are opportunities for growth and prosperity. These
opportunities include: increases in competitiveness due to innovation, increases in market share
due to catering to the environmental niche, and resource efficiency and savings. The ecological
dimension views the environment as an asset, not as a burden. Businesses can sustainably
prosper from living off the environment's
"income"
while protecting the environmental
"principal". The third element of the triple bottom line is the social dimension. It is now being
recognized that business has responsibility not only for the economic and environmental bottom
line, but also has a social responsibility to the community and the world they live. The social
dimension includes: decreasing the affect the business has on the social and physical
environment, and listening to the feedback of the stakeholders and gaining their acceptance.
Businesses adhering to this new set of criteria could profit economically, environmentally and
socially.
D. The Path Forward
Since the Industrial Revolution, business has been mostly oblivious to their environmental and
social impact. Today, the goal for most proactive companies is striving for zero impact (e.g., zero
waste, zero emissions) however, many are still struggling with just being in compliance with the
laws and regulations. Looking forward though, striving for zero will not undo the damage
already done. More needs to be done. From this day forward business needs to look at how they
can have a positive impact and add value back to what we, as the human race, have collectively
diminished.
Albert Einstein is credited with saying that you can't solve a problem at the level at which it was
created. This is true for all business trying to reach sustainability. Implementing current EHS
tools that work with current design techniques will not lead to sustainability. Business needs to
be a leader in paving the path forward to reach the goal of sustainability. Business must take the
lead for at least two reasons. First, government lacks the political power to aid or alter
environmental or social policy. Second, with the goal ofwealth being the priority for most, if not
all business, new technology and innovations offer the potential for new and profitable
opportunities.13
Business has a new and unique role in helping to shape our world towards
sustainable development.
E. The Role ofDesign
The role ofdesign since the first Industrial Revolution has been to create opportunities for people
and business to add value to their lives, creating a better world. The first Industrial Revolution
products and operations were designed with no understanding of how business and the
7
environment are interconnected. Only recently has business started to understand the link
between the two, and even more recently capitalized on the opportunity.
Design of business operations, processes, product use and services, and end of life disposal has
helped to shape the world we live in. Traditional design follows a one-way, linear, cradle-to-
grave manufacturing line. Therefore, large amounts ofwaste will end up discarded in landfills or
incinerators, billions of pounds of toxic materials will be emitted into the air, water, and soil
every year, and diversity of species will
diminish.14
Most proactive companies agree that sustainable development is the correct path to solve
environmental problems and create business value. In order for companies to accomplish the
goal of sustainable development it will require a change in conventional thinking and practice
regarding the design of products and services. Design does not have to continue on the same
path. Technology is not the limiting factor. The limiting factor is the ability to change the
mental model of how design is conventionally approached. "Designers must factor in the future
utility of a product, and the avoidance of waste, from its
inception."15
Two transformational
emerging and converging approaches to sustainable development and design are approaches
taken byMcDonough Braungart Design Chemistry (MBDC) and The Natural Step.
MBDC design protocol and The Natural Step are "based on an analogy to
nature."16
The goal of
MBDC is the redesign of human industry, in what McDonough, Braungart and author Paul
Hawken term the Next Industrial Revolution. The Next Industrial Revolution designs products




emitting no pollution and preserving the diversity of species. The Natural Step framework
provides a compass for industry to guide their design of business operations, processes, product
use and services, and end of life disposal based on scientific principles. This thesis will explore
and compare these two approaches and their use by proactive industries.
F. William McDonough, Michael Braungart and McDonough Braungart Design
Chemistry
William McDonough is an internationally recognized leader in the field of ecologically
intelligent architecture. McDonough is the founding partner ofWilliam McDonough + Partners,
a planning and architectural firm. William McDonough has been the Dean of the School of
Architecture at the University of Virginia, is an advisor to President Clinton's Council on
Sustainable Development, and in 1996 became the only individual to receive the highest U.S.
environmental award: The Presidential Award for Sustainable Development. William
McDonough is highly sought after for his skills as an author, advisor and speaker and was
commissioned by the City ofHannover, Germany to author the Hannover Principles: Design for
Sustainability (Figure 1.2). The Hannover Principles are the official design guidelines for the
World Fair in the year 2000. Effective October 1, 1999, the State ofConnecticut designated the
Hannover Principles as a legal standard for sustainable development.
Dr. Michael Braungart, is a German chemist who works for the Environmental Protection
Encouragement Agency (EPEA) in Hamburg, Germany. McDonough and Braungart have joined
forces to recreate the way businesses think about sustainability.
Figure 1.2 The Hannover Principles
1. Insist on the rights of humanity and nature to co-exist in a health, supportive, diverse and
sustainable condition.
2. Recognize interdependence. The elements of human design interact with and depend
upon the natural world, with broad and diverse implications at every scale. Expand
design considerations to recognizing even distant effects.
3. Respect relationships between spirit and matter. Consider all aspects of human
settlement including community, dwelling, industry and trade in terms of existing and
evolving connections between spiritual and material consciousness.
4. Accept responsibility for the consequences of design decisions upon human well-being,
the viability of natural systems and their right to co-exist.
5. Create safe objects of long-term value. Do not burden future generations with
requirements for maintenance or vigilant administration of potential danger due to the
careless creation ofproducts, processes or standards.
6. Eliminate the concept ofwaste. Evaluate and optimize the full life-cycle of products and
processes, to approach the state ofnatural systems, in which there is no waste.
7. Rely on natural energy flows. Human designs should, like the living world, derive their
creative forces from perpetual solar income. Incorporate this energy efficiently and
safely for responsible use.
8. Understand the limitations of design. No human creation lasts forever and design does
not solve all problems. Those who create and plan should practice humility in the face of
nature. Treat nature as a model and mentor, not as an inconvenience to be evaded or
controlled.
9. Seek constant improvement by the sharing of knowledge. Encourage direct and open
communication between colleagues, patrons, manufacturers and users to link long term
sustainable considerations with ethical responsibility, and re-establish the integral
relationship between the natural processes and
human activity.
Source: Hannover Principles. [Online], 1. Available: www.Virginia.edu/~arch/pub/hannover listhtml
[1999, December 2], p. 1.
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These two transformational leaders came together in 1995 to found McDonough Braungart
Design Chemistry (MBDC). Based in Charlottesville, Virginia, MBDC has created a new
approach to sustainable product and process design, known as ecologically intelligent design or
Eco-effective Design . Ecologically intelligent design provides a new methodology that goes
beyond traditional EHS tools by creating products and processes according to the natural
sustainable and restorative principles.
McDonough and Braungart have developed the McDonough Braungart Design Protocol. The
goal of the protocol is to help designers create functional products and processes that balance
issues of ecology, equity and economy. Focusing on any one issue will create an imbalance that
is ultimately not sustainable. For example, if a product focuses too much on environmental
concerns it may exclude crucial economic and equity issues. It is then possible that the product
won't sell because it is unaffordable, inaccessible and unprofitable for the business to pursue,
making the venture unsustainable.
TheMcDonough Braungart Design Protocol incorporates two tools, the Fractal Design Tool and
theMBDC analytical tool, MBIoS. The Fractal Design tool is a graphical tool that represents
a balance among ecology, equity and economy and MBDC's design philosophy (Figure 1.3).
"The triangle is filled with reduced sized copies of itself, each representing a balance of the same
components. The significance of each small triangle is determined by its position within the
larger
one."18
The Fractal Design tool allows a designer to ask a series ofquestions to ensure
11
Figure 1.3 Fractal Design Tool
Above: The McDonough Braungart Fractal Design Tool depicts the balance among the three
principles that informMBDC's sustainable design philosophy.
Source: Anonymous. (1999, January). McDonough Braungart Design Chemistry. Interiors
andSources [Online], 755(1), 5. Available: ABI Inform/ [1999, June 16], p. 2.
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that the product or process has a balance between ecology, equity and economy. For example,
according to McDonough, economy asks, "Can I make money on
this?"
If yes, then the product
is 100 percent economical. If not, don't do it. Then economy combined with equity asks, "Are
workers being paid a living
wage?"
In not, don't do it. Equity combined with ecology asks, "Are
people being exposed to pollutants in the
workplace?"
Ifyes, don't do it.
19
The second tool is an analytical tool, MBIoS, that helps to rank materials and processes for
redesign for sustainability.
MBIoS
also uses the three components of ecology, equity and
economy in assessing products and the approach to redesign.
MBIoS
looks at the positive and
negative potential of "products and manufacturing processes from the molecule to the region,
assessment of chemical composition, material use, regional ecological impact, impact of
products'
manufacture and lifecycle of people and communities and economic
viability."20
The
examination results in a list of acceptable elements that can be used; these lists are called
Positive Lists. Substances on the Positive List are to be phased in, while items on the bottom of
the list or not on the list are to be phased out. These types ofmeasures often lead to cost savings
and health and safety benefits.
G. Paul Hawken
Paul Hawken is an author, environmentalist and entrepreneur. He founded Erewhon Trading
Company, a natural food wholesaling business back in the 1960s. In 1979, he co-founded Smith
and Hawken, the very successful mail order garden supply company. In 1983, Paul Hawken
emerged as a best-selling author with his book Growing a Business. The book developed into a
PBS show of the same title, and was based on his experiences at Smith and Hawken. In 1991,
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Paul Hawken left Smith and Hawken to pursue the issues of sustainability. The result of this was
Hawken'
s 1993 pivotal book, The Ecology of Commerce. The book provides a roadmap to
sustainability and was the inspiration for Ray Anderson, CEO and Founder of Interface Inc., to
alter his business practices and align his company's goals with sustainable practices. Interface
can now be described as the poster company for the Next Industrial Revolution, a term coined by
bothMcDonough and Hawken.
Paul Hawken is currently the chairman ofThe Natural Step US, an educational organization that
supports business and government in sustainable development. In September of 1999, Hawken
released his latest book, Natural Capitalism, co-authored with Amory and Hunter Lovins,
co-
founders of the Rocky Mountain Institute. The book provides a framework for the
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II. ReDesign





"We have to recognize that every event and manifestation of nature is
"design."
To live
within the laws of nature means to express our human intention as an interdependent
species aware and grateful that we are at the mercy of sacred forces larger than ourselves.
We must obey these laws in order to honor the sacred in each other and in all things. We
must come to peace with and accept our place in the natural
world."2
A. Design Problem: Insufficient Systems of the Industrial Revolution
The Industrial Revolution of the
18th
century introduced a new way of life. The Industrial
Revolution changed the way people did business, from hand tools and handmade items to mass
production and machinery. The Industrial Revolution brought new invention, more work, and
more work for more people. The life of people generally improved; more goods were available
to a greater number of people, not only the elite few. Industrialization has enriched the lives of
the people, incomes have risen, child mortality has decreased, and diseases are being eliminated.
Industrialization has brought "a new perception of history, as linear and directed - as a march of
progress."3
However, back in the 1750s there was no consideration of how business and the environment
related. At the time, natural resources seemed abundant and exploitation of them was not a
concern. The trade-off for an industrialized nation has been increased pollution and less harmful
than before working conditions. These trade-offs continue today, in size and number. As we
approach the millennium we have wiped out 97 percent of the ancient forest in North America,
oceanic fisheries are pushed beyond their limits, water tables are falling, tropical forests are on
17
the verge of decimation and carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere have reached the
highest level in 160,000
years.4
The design systems of the Industrial Revolution are not sufficient to enable us to reach a
sustainable society. Conventional design is based on linear processes: a continual stream of
inputs and outputs. Industrial systems use natural resources in a once through fashion, creating
waste. By definition these systems are not sustainable. For example, more than ninety percent
ofproducts made in America end up in landfills within one year of
production.5
Conventional design principles for sustainable products are based on three main criteria: cost,
performance and aesthetics. Conventional design is concerned with whether the product will
satisfy the purpose for which it is intended, whether it is durable and easy to use, whether the
cost and price are right, and whether people like it. These are all economic criteria.
Conventional design criteria never consider issues regarding the environment or equity.
B. Design Assignment for the Next Industrial Revolution
Most of the products and processes of traditional and modern business were designed without the
concept of natural cycles and closed-loop systems. The Next Industrial Revolution uses the
model of natural systems, where the
"waste"
from one system is the
"food"
for the next process.
The Next Industrial Revolution uses cyclical systems based on scientific systems and principles.
These systems are defined as sustainable.
18
Companies are increasingly engaged in proactive, visionary thinking regarding environmental
health and safety (EHS) issues. We measure how
"green"
the company is by the types of
programs and initiatives that they are involved in (e.g., CERES, ISO, Auditing, Eco-Efficiency).
But, does this really tell us anything about how
"green"
the company is? Not necessarily.
Every step of the current production cycle, from raw material extraction through energy and
product production, to use and disposal, generates waste and pollution. Current eco-efficiency
efforts try to reduce the impacts of the business process, but do not go far enough. The problem
really goes much deeper, to the design of the business system. Therefore, solutions for these
dilemmas need to be based on new design principles.




Use Current Solar Income
Respect Diversity
6
The McDonough Braungart Sustainable Design
Protocol
,
an ever-evolving tool, guides




We live in a disposable society. Products are designed for their convenience, ease of use, and
disposal (e.g., disposal diapers, disposable razors). Out of sight means out of mind. But how
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long can this mindset continue? "Each person in America produces twice his weight per day in
household, hazardous, and industrial waste, and an additional half-ton per week when gaseous
wastes such as carbon dioxide are
included".7
The ability for the ecosystem to absorb the waste
is limited. Current systems can't continue if we want the Earth as we know it to survive.
Therefore, it is imperative that we find a new solution. Nature provides us with the model for a
waste-free world. Take for example the cherry tree. A cherry tree produces thousands of
blossoms. These blossoms develop into seeds for the next generation of trees, or if the blossoms
fall to the ground, they provide nutrients to the soil and surrounding environment. Every piece
of the tree helps to contribute to the health of the ecosystem. The cherry tree exhibits the natural
cycle which industry must try to duplicate into everyday business cycles.
According to McDonough, every process must be defined and designed so that the products
themselves, leftover chemicals, materials and effluents become
"food"
for other processes. This
is the main principle of environmentally intelligent design. The word
"food"
implies nutrients,
and we know that nutrients work within a metabolism. The
"food"
that is not safe to return back
into the biological system of which we are a part, or the biological metabolism as it is also
referred to, must remain in a closed-loop industrial cycle, called the technical metabolism. These
are two separate metabolic cycles that should never be cross-contaminated (Figure 2.4).
Products of the biological system contain biological nutrients. Biological nutrients are defined
byMBCD as "a raw material used by living organisms or cells to carry on life processes such as
growth, cell division, synthesis of carbohydrates an other complex functions. Biological
nutrients are usually carbon-based
compounds."8
Biological nutrients should be designed to
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Source: Judge, Timothy. (1998, Autumn). Moving Eco-Efficiency to Eco-Effectiveness:
The Role ofCorporate Leadership. Corporate Environmental Strategy, 5 (5), 40-49, p. 42.
return to the biological metabolism in which microorganisms will consume these nutrients into
the soil. An example of a biological nutrient is a compostable upholstery fabric created by
McDonough + Partners for DesignTex, a unit of the Steelcase Corporation. The fabric that was
created was made from a mixture of safe, pesticide-free plant and animal fibers. The fabric only
used 38 chemicals, whereas the textile industry typically uses more than 8,000. The fabric fits
the criteria of a biological nutrient. Both the fabric and the trimmings can decompose naturally
and return safely back into the soil, thus returning back into the biological metabolism.
Substances that must remain in the technical metabolism includes but are not limited to:
mutagens, carcinogens, heavy metals, endocrine disrupters, persistent toxic substances or bio-
accumulative substances. MBCD defines a technical nutrient to be a "material of human artifice
designed to circulate within the industrial lifecycle-
forever."9
A technical nutrient should not
be confused with traditional recycling efforts. Technical nutrients remain in a closed-loop cycle,
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which allows the materials to retain their high-quality. This is different from recycling, in which
the material being reused is of lesser quality due to being downcycled.
Downcycled
is
defined byMBCD as "the practice of recycling a material in such a way that much of its inherent
value is
lost."10
Traditionally when a company has finished with a carpet they must pay to remove it. This
expends energy, effort, time and materials. Typically the carpet is moved to a landfill where the
carpet (composed of potentially hazardous petrochemicals) remains for generations to come.
Now the company must buy another carpet, which takes more raw materials from the earth and
creates the potential for more trips to the landfill. An Atlanta-based carpet company, Interface,
has adopted the idea of the technical metabolism with a carpet designed to remain in the closed-
loop cycle. Instead of selling the carpet, Interface leases it to the customer. When the customer
is finished with the carpet Interface collects and reuses the carpet materials. Instead of being a
manufacturer of carpet Interface becomes a service company that provides the carpet. The
benefits of such a cycle are that potentially dangerous and expensive wastes are not created and
precious raw materials are not continually extracted from the earth.
McDonough and Braungart suggest that the word
"waste"
be completely removed from our
vocabulary. Therefore, in thinking about waste now equivalent to food, we must rename it a








According to McDonough and Braungart these three categories should classify all products
manufactured by industry.
A Product ofConsumption is designed to return back to the biological metabolism, or in other
words to return to the soil safely. A Product of
Consumption
is defined as a product that is





into another benign product. Examples of Product of
Consumption
include food and clothes. However, if there are pesticides in the food or bleach





is designed to return into the technical metabolism from which it came.
A Product of
Service
is a durable good. These include such items as refrigerators, televisions,
automobiles, videocassette recorders and carpeting. These goods should be leased to the
customer and when the product has reached the end of its useful lifecycle the manufacturer
reclaims the product, where it becomes
"food"
for another process. A Product of
Service
allows the customer to obtain the function of the product without having to deal with the




is a product that should not be made. Such products can




products that use radioactive materials, toxic or environmentally persistent chemicals (e.g.,
PCBs).
2. Use Current Solar
Income
The second principle of environmentally intelligent design is Use Current Solar
Income
Currently, we rely on fossil fuels, petrochemicals and other destructive processes for our energy
sources. The energy source for nature is the sun. Nature does not extract energy from the past
and does not borrow from future reserves; nature uses "current income". Design should utilize
the income we have from the sun. Benign forms of energy sources should be utilized in place of
destructive processes. This emerges as a credible choice as renewable energy technologies
develop into acceptable possibilities.
3. Respect
Diversity
The third principle of environmentally intelligent design is Respect Diversity. One size does
not fit all. That means that what is good for one city or culture is not necessarily good for
another. Designs need to reflect the cultural flow, the material flow, spiritual flow and character
flow of each different place that they design for. Design should to be flexible and allow for
changes in an emerging population, community or needs of the people. For example, in a fickle
society where new trends come and go, design needs to think past the trend to sustainability. Old
office buildings should not end up deserted or rubble in an old vacant lot, but should be
converted into something else (e.g., an apartment building).
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There are many benefits to implementing environmentally intelligent design. Major benefits
include a decrease in environmental impacts, improved use of raw materials, and increased
public image. Additional benefits include: eliminated disposal cost for hazardous wastes,
increased worker productivity, and decreases in health and safety incidents due to the fact that
less hazardous substances will be present decreasing the risk to employees.
C. Products of the Next Industrial Revolution
1. DesignTex
One of the first revolutionary new products designed by William McDonough + Partners was a
fabric for DesignTex, a subsidiary of Steelcase Corporation the largest furniture maker in the
world. DesignTex's goal was to create a fabric that focused on aesthetics and surface pattern
while creating unique lines. McDonough added a second goal of creating a sustainable fabric.
McDonough used his design criteria to determine the correct materials to design the fabric.
a. Retroactive Design Assignment
DesignTex's original fabric choice was a combination of cotton and fibers from recycled plastic
bottles; but this was an Unmarketable
Product.12
The PET from the plastic bottles does not
allow the product to go back into the biological metabolism. The plastic bottles may also contain
antioxidants, UV stabilizers, antimony residues from catalytic reactions and other materials
which do not allow recycled plastic into the technical
metabolism.13
The use of cotton also
disqualifies this fabric option because it is neither ecologically intelligent nor socially just.
Cotton production "accounts for approximately 25 percent of the world's insecticide use
"
and is




and Braungart needed to totally redesign the product because the original fabric option of
DesignTex, was neither socially just, or designed to return back into the biological or technical
metabolism.
Based upon the fact that the fabric would need to be periodically replaced, McDonough and
Braungart decided on a fabric that would be a Product of Consumption, and an organic
nutrient.15
This means the fabric has to be composed of safe plant, animal or other biological
fibers. The dyes and the manufacturing process also have to be safe for workers, consumers, and
the earth. When it is time to replace the fabric, it will be safe to dispose of it on the compost pile




In designing a new fabric, the design team identified additional areas of design that needed to be
dealt with besides cost. These are customer needs, ecological intelligence, and social justice.
First, the design team wanted to define what it meant to sit. The worse case scenario, was
someone that was wheelchair bound. The design team interviewed many people in wheelchairs
to determine where the problems lie. What was determined from the interviews was that
moisture was the biggest problem for people who had to sit extensively. From that information
the design team picked wool and ramie. Wool was chosen because of its ability to absorb water
and ramie was chosen for its strong structure and the ability to wick water
away.16
This allows
the consumer to remain comfortable and dry in any season.
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Second, the design team concerned themselves with the questions of ecologically intelligence
and social justice. The wool and ramie are both organic and natural materials. The wool comes
from free-ranging sheep in New Zealand and the ramie has been grown organically without the
aid of any
chemicals.17
The blend of these materials is a patented construction known as
Climatex Lifecycle.
ii. Production Process
Once the cloth materials were chosen, the next step that had to be redesigned were the finishes,
dyes and the remaining process materials. Due to the fact that McDonough and Braungart had
chosen this product to be a Product ofConsumption, the finishes had to avoid all substances
known or suspected to be carcinogenic, heavy metals, mutagenic, teratogenic, persistent toxic
and bioaccumulative substances, or disruptive to human or animal endocrine systems.
McDonough and Braungart tried to enlist sixty chemical companies in their attempt to determine
which substances would meet the strict criteria. All of them declined. Finally, Ciba Geigy, in
Basel, Switzerland agreed to help. Together the design team and Ciba Geigy, analyzed the 8,000
traditional textile industry chemicals in search for substances that met the criteria. They
1 R
eliminated 7,9562, which left 38 chemicals to work with. Everything required for the
manufacturing process, dyes, and finishes is designed with just those 38 chemicals.
The mill at the DesignTex facility in Switzerland, where the fabric is woven, is renowned for
their environmental performance. Measures, such as energy and water use, are reviewed
periodically to support continuous improvement.
Due to the design criteria and the focus on
ecological, social and economical materials,
the Swiss factory has enjoyed much success. So
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much so, that when Swiss inspectors came to test the water effluent, they thought that their
equipment was broken because the effluent was as clean or cleaner than the influent going
in.19
///'. By-Products
By being a linear traditional manufacturing processes, DesignTex would produce not only the
product but also waste. By using a cyclical process and introducing the byproduct of their
process as food for the biological system, DesignTex eliminates waste. By-products are returned
safely back into the Earth. For example: the trimmings from the fabric are recovered and used to
create felt. Swiss farmers use the felt as a ground cover for their crops instead of the commonly
used
plastic.20
The felt helps to control weeds and helps to insulate the ground. Eventually the
felt will biodegrade and become food for the microorganisms.
c. Results
The William McDonough Collection was launched in 1995, with three new designs in the
William McDonough Collection II released in August of 1998. These revolutionary new
products incorporate the social, environmental and economic approach of theMBDC tools.
DesignTex has won gold medals and design awards for their revolutionary new fabric. Not only
have they created an ecologically intelligent and socially just fabric, but also economically it is in









As founder and CEO of Interface, Ray Anderson has committed his company to being the
"world's first sustainable industrial
enterprise."23
Interface's first major product developed in
accordance with their sustainability mission was announced on April 7, 1999. The product,
Solenium, a revolutionary new floorcovering, is referred to as a "resilient textile flooring".
Solenium is a carpet-like woven textile. Solenium has the desirable qualities of carpet (styling,
comfort and noise-reduction) combined with the desirable properties of hard flooring (durability
and cleanability).
Solenium was not created to be an environmental product, but rather to meet the needs of the
educational and health care professionals. In marketing Solenium, Interface doesn't focus on the
green aspects of its product as a key selling point. Rather, Interface highlights Solenium's
performance. Interface introduces the green attributes of the product only after the product has
sold itself.
According to Charles Eitel, Interface President and COO, the potential market for people
dissatisfied with carpet and hard surface flooring reaches $460
million.24
The dissatisfaction is
the business case for the endeavor. Both the educational and healthcare markets were tired of the
traditional carpet options, which are acoutiscally and aesthetically acceptable but which stain
easily, create rolling resistance, and harbor microbes and
other bacteria. Hard flooring, which is
easy to clean, offers less rolling resistance and is
more durable than carpet, but provides less
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comfort, more noise, and produces more slipping problems. According to John Mcintosh,
Interface's director of business development, the design assignment was "to produce a material
that is as durable and resilient as hard-surface, but has the acoustical values, non-slip and-fall,
comfort underfoot, and aesthetics of
carpet."25
a. Roadmap for all product design
Interface has developed a four-step process which they use in the decision making process of








Make products from renewable resources.
These four stages were created to design new sustainable products, and to redesign older
products in keeping with their sustainability mission. The four stages also help Interface's
product design teams to benchmark their efforts in product development. "Just do
something"
refers to eliminating materials and waste in existing products and reducing the material use in
new products. In product design it is always important to use recycled materials and increase the
recyclability of the product. Design
"zipped"
products refers to the ease that the materials used
can be separated at the end of their useful life and become raw material that can be used for
another product. On the other hand, design
"zipperless"
products refers to a product being
designed from entirely one material, therefore, there is no need for it to be separated to be
recycled. For example; one polymer can be used to serve three different functions: as the
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backing, as the soft facing and as the
glue.26
Step 4 refers to exactly what it says: making
products from renewable resources, instead of non-renewable resources such as fossil fuels.
Therefore, materials such as plant fibers should be used to create new products.
According to Interface Designer, David Oakey, the ultimate goal is to design unzippered





Solenium was design to be a Product ofService. Solenium is designed to return back into the
technical metabolism from which it came and remain within the closed-loop system, creating a
cyclical material flow. When the product reaches the end of its useful life, the manufacturer
reclaims the product to become
"food"
for another process. The thermoplastic polymer is
recycled into similar polymer applications. The backing is broken down and used for new
backing. The face becomes new face in flooring production. Solenium allows the customer to
retain the function of the product (floorcovering) without having to deal with the ownership
responsibilities of the product (e.g., maintenance and disposal).
In order for Solenium to return back into the technical metabolism, it was designed for cradle-to-
cradle recycling. That means that all of Solenium's components are completely recyclable into
new floor coverings. Solenium was also designed using the second stage of sustainable product
design, to be
"zipped"
apart back into its raw materials. In order for Solenium to be
"zipped"
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apart, the process involves heating the carpet to 375 degrees Fahrenheit for seven and a half
minutes, which allows the flooring to break down back into its raw
materials.28
Traditionally, designers choose commonly used materials that are readily available. In the carpet
industry, the standard material has been tufted nylon. According to David Oakey, many people
were dissatisfied with that material. Furthermore, tufted nylon didn't match up with Interface's
sustainability criteria. The task of the designers was to find a different material that would
satisfy their design criteria. Needless to say, that wasn't an easy task. Thankfully, a
representative of Shell Chemical Co. came to Interface to introduce a new fiber called poly
trimethylene terephthalate, or PPT, which can serve as a replacement for nylon in conventional
carpeting. The benefits ofPPT over other fibers includes: its improved resiliency, its ability to
lay flat (uncharacteristic ofnylon), its outstanding stain resistance, and the fact that it is already a
sustainable resource capable of returning back into the technical
metabolism.29
Now Interface's task was to incorporate the PPT into a new product. A breakthrough happened
when David Oakey discovered that PPT could be used on a traditional Jacquard loom. Due to
the polymer's ability to lay flat, Oakey had the idea to weave a flat woven textile from the new
age polymer on the structured back of the
loom.30
The manufacturing looms are operated in part
by solar energy.
The result of this process has given Interface a two-dimensional material, rather than the typical
three-dimensional material of tufted nylon carpet. Due to its design, traditional three-
dimensional carpeting allows for the trapping of fungi, bacteria, dust mites and dirt which have
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discouraged the healthcare and childcare arenas from using carpet. The two-dimensional design
possesses all the benefits of carpet, but is more resilient, durable and moisture-resistant.
Interface also added an antimicrobial preservative to the backing to inhibit microorganism
growth, reducing odors and indoor air-quality problems.
c. Results
Solenium is a carpet-like woven textile. Solenium has the desirable qualities of carpet (styling,
comfort and noise-reduction) combined with the desirable properties of hard flooring (durability
and cleanability).
In accordance with Interface's commitment to sustainable development, Solenium uses 30%
fewer raw materials than conventional carpeting, has a zero-based manufacturing process, and
uses a third less energy in production than conventional
carpeting.31
The ability to use fewer raw
materials results in a longer lasting, easy to clean product that eliminates many indoor air
problems. In keeping with the MBDC design protocol, Interface's manufacturing looms are
operated in part by solar energy and two of the principle constituents can be quickly and easily
zipped apart and reused as feedstock for new Solenium flooring.
One of the outcomes of producing Solenium that Interface didn't expect
was that many school
systems and government agencies have a recycled content procurement mandate. This means
that in order to purchase a product it must have a certain percentage of recycled material in the
product. Due to the fact this is the first time around for Solenium, Interface currently uses only
virgin materials. The recycling comes further down
the line, once the first line of Solenium
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comes to the end of its useful life. Consequently, these markets are not currently able to
purchase Solenium. This is an example of a mandate trying to produce positive results, but
hindering a company's efforts to reach sustainability.
The merits of Solenium will be decided in the marketplace. According to John Mcintosh,
"customers are enthusiastic but cautious and initial orders are
small."33
However, Interface is
moving full steam ahead. They believe in the course that they set to reach the
"summit"
of
sustainability. Interface admits they might go in the wrong direction from time to time, but they
are moving forward.
Interface measures their sustainability progress against the "seven faces of sustainability
'summit'."
The following graph depicts how Solenium measures up against these goals.
Interface admits that Solenium doesn't meet all of the seven goals, but does argue that it helps
move the company forward toward their goal (Table 2.5).
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Table 2.5 Solenium Measures Up Against Interface's Seven Fronts
STEP THE GOAL SOLENIUM'S PROGRESS
1. Eliminate Waste Eliminate the concept ofwaste, not
just incrementally reduce it.
The Solenium production line has been
introduced as a zero-based manufacturing
system. Less water is used in the process to
dye the new face fiber.
2. Benign Emissions Eliminate molecular waste emitted
with negative or toxic effect into
natural systems.
Introduction of the Solenium production
line has allowed Interface to discontinue the
use ofmore than 300 chemicals in its
manufacturing plant, and has eliminated the
need for three emission "stacks".
3. Renewable Energy Substituting non-renewable energy
sources with renewable ones.
Interface uses solar-supplemented energy to
operate the looms used to make Solenium.
The combination of reduced material
content (35% less than a conventional
carpet) and the use of lower energy
production results in significantly lower
embodied energy.
4. Closing the Loop Redesign processes and products
to create cyclical material flows.
Solenium was designed so that all its
components are completely recyclable. The
product is reclaimed at the end of its useful
life and the entire thermoplastic polymer is
recycled into similar polymer applications.
Backing is broken down and used for
backing in new flooring production.
5. Resource-Efficient
Transportation
Explore methods to reduce the
transportation ofproduct and
people in favor ofmoving
information.
Solenium uses 35% fewer raw materials and
yields improved performance by a factor of
four. Ifutilized fully, this equates to an
83% reduction in transportation needs over
the life of the product, says Interface.
6. Sensitivity Hookup Create a community that
understands the function ofnatural
systems and the impact of
commerce on them.
Solenium is the first product to come
exclusively installed, maintained, and with a
commitment to reclaim and recycle at the
end of its useful life. In addition, Interface
educates its customers about its sustainable




Redefine commerce to focus on
the delivery of service and value
instead ofmaterial.
Solenium is the "first and only
product"
that
comes exclusively installed, maintained,
and with a commitment to recycle it at the
end of its useful life, says Interface.
Source: Interface, Inc.
Source: Out of the Box: How Interface Designed a Sustainable Floorcover from Ground
Up. (1999, June). The GreenBusinessLetter [Online], 7. Available: www.greenbiz.com [1999,
June 16], p. 6.
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HI. Natural Capitalism
"It's cheaper to take care of something-a roof, a car, a planet-than to let it decay and try to
fix it
later."1
The redesign of the economic and commerce system is the second, long-term piece of the Next
Industrial Revolution. On a large scale, the success of redesigning business products and
processes relies on economic
feasibility.2
Large scale change will occur only when it becomes an
economic burden on industry to pollute and degrade the environment. Not only will national
laws have to reflect the need to address our natural resources in a different manner, but a whole
culture change will have to take place in order to shift current thinking from a throw-away
society to a more restorative approach. Placing natural capital on the balance sheet is a step in the
right direction.
Natural capital can be defined as "resources we use, (both renewable and non-renewable), and
the ecological systems that provide life-support
services."3
Examples of natural capital include
natural resources such as water, minerals, oil, trees, fish, soil, and air, as well as, the ecological
living systems that include: grasslands, savannas, wetlands, estuaries, oceans, coral reefs,
tundras, and
rainforests.4
Services that the ecological systems provide include: soil formation,
nutrient cycling, pollination, production of raw materials, and regulation of atmospheric
chemical composition etc.
A. Putting a Price Tag on the Planet
Due to the omission of natural capital on the balance sheet, businesses and government have
been careless in their treatment of the environment. However, many are beginning to realize the
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tie between the economy and the environment. According to an article published in the science
journal, Nature, economists adding up all the services and goods provided by Mother Nature,
determined that the bill to society would be an estimated $33 trillion dollars a year (using 1994
dollars).6
Hawkens, Lovins and Lovins now estimated the value to be $36 trillion dollars
annually (1999
dollars).7
This number represents the value ofnatural capital to the economy.
However, Hawken, Lovins and Lovins state that there are three serious limitations to assigning
dollar amounts to natural
capital.8
First, there are no known substitutes for services we receive
from natural capital. For example, oxygen is irreplaceable. This was witnessed in the Biosphere
2 experiment when the $200 million dollar project was unable to maintain life-supporting
oxygen levels for eight people for even two years. Second, placing a dollar value on natural
capital is difficult. How can you account for infinite value for a resource that is invaluable
because without it society can't survive? Third, machines can not take the place of human
intelligence, knowledge, wisdom, organizational abilities and culture. The goal should not be to
assign dollar amounts to each and every service and good Mother Nature provides, but rather to
emphasize that natural capital can no longer be taken for granted.
B. Shift in Thinking
The traditional definition of capital is accumulated wealth in the form of investments, factories
and equipment. Traditionally, the industrial system uses three types of capital: human, financial
and manufactured. These three types of capital are used to transform natural capital into
products of our daily
lives.9
The conventional capitalism mind-set believes that human and
natural capital has little value.
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The underlying assumptions of the first Industrial Revolution are the same assumptions that our
society is working with today. The assumption was that there were abundant natural resources
and that labor was a limiting factor to production. However, this assumption is no longer true.
Today, natural capital is declining while the labor force dramatically increases. Natural
capitalism must become the fourth form of capital for the economy of the Next Industrial
Revolution to function properly.
Businesses and government need to "revise economic thinking to give full value to our natural
resources."10
New economic thinking that values natural capital can increase customer
satisfaction, increase competitiveness, increase productivity and help solve environmental
problems.11
Hawken, Lovins and Lovins define the fundamental assumptions of natural
capitalism as the following:
"The environment is not a minor factor of production but rather is 'an envelope
containing, provisioning, and sustaining the entire
economy.'
The limiting factor to future economic growth is the availability and functionality of
natural capital, in particular, life-supporting services that have no substitutes and
currently no market value.
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Misconceived or badly designed business systems, population growth, and wasteful
patterns of consumption are the primary causes of the loss of natural capital, and all three
must be addressed to achieve a sustainable economy.
Future economic progress can best take place in democratic, market-based systems of
production and distribution in which all forms of capital are fully valued, including
human, manufactured, financial and natural capital.
One of the keys to the most beneficial employment of people, money, and the
environment is a radical increase in resource productivity.
Human welfare is best served by improving the quality and flow of desired services
delivered, rather than by merely increasing the total dollar flow.
Economic and environmental sustainability depends on redressing global inequities of
income and material well-being.
The best long-term environment for commerce is provided by true democratic systems of
governance that are based on the needs of the people rather than
business."12
These assumptions help to define the four central strategies of natural capitalism. Hawken,
Lovins and Lovins define the four major shifts in business practice as: 1. dramatically increase
the productivity of natural resources, 2. redesign
production according to biological models, 3.
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change the business model, and 4. reinvest in natural
capital.13
The first two shifts in business
practice, increase productivity of natural resources and redesign production according to
biological models, address issues highlighted by McDonough and Braungart in their design
assignment.
1. Dramatically Increase the Productivity ofNatural Resources
The first shift states that a business opportunity can be realized by reducing the waste and
harmful flow of resources while increasing the productivity of natural resources. Redesigning
production and processes to increase the productivity of the natural resources (energy, minerals,
water, forests, etc.) could stretch resources a factor of 5, 10, even 100 times further than they are
today,14
getting more bang for the buck. According to Hawken, Lovins and Lovins, using
resources more effectively has three major benefits: "it slows resource depletion at one end of the
value chain, lowers pollution at the other end, and provides a basis to increase worldwide
employment with meaningful
jobs" 15
These benefits positively affect the triple bottom line.
There are two ways that companies can help initiate the shift of increasing the productivity of
natural resources. First, adopt a new approach to
design.16
Companies should adopt a whole-
system design approach to looking at industrial systems. Whole-system design considers the big
picture of what is trying to be accomplished, rather than each individual part. Second, old
technologies should be replaced with new ones; especially ones based on natural processes and
materials.17
Approaches taken by MBDC can assist a company in both accomplishing a new
approach to design and replacing technologies with ones based on natural processes and
materials.
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2. Redesign Production According to Biological Models
The second shift in business practice is the implementation of closed-loop systems to create new
products and processes. This shift follows MBDC's philosophy of applying nature's cycles to
industry and the principle that "waste equals food". Closed loop manufacturing and the principle
of "waste equals
food"
allow consumers to have products designed without unwanted toxic
substances that harm both the human and ecological systems.
Developing closed-looped systems is critical to economic and environmental success. For
example, Xerox has benefited from closed-loop manufacturing. Xerox has seen an increase in
their bottom line by $700 million through remanufacturing
efforts.18
In addition, another $1
billion is expected to be saved by their entirely reusable or recyclable line of
"green"
photocopiers.19
3. Change the Business Model
The third shift in business practice is to change the fundamental business model. In the mid-
1980s, Swiss industry analyst Walter Stahel, and German chemist Michael Braungart,
independently proposed a new business
model.20
This model focuses on a service economy,
where companies provide the services of the product through leasing or renting, rather than
traditional economy where goods are made and sold.
The service economy allows the customer
to retain the function of the product without having to deal with the ownership responsibilities of
the product. Manufacturing companies are now providing services to their customers, rather than
selling their products. These services
include recovery, maintenance and disposal. Interface is an
example of a company that is shifting their
business model to a service-leasing business.
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In a service economy, the product becomes an asset of the company, unlike in the conventional
economy where the product is the end of the business's line of responsibility. The service
economy provides an incentive for businesses to minimize material use, maximize product
durability, and increase the ease of
maintenance.21
These incentives are realized, because the
business can improve the customer's experience and the value of the product while also
protecting the business's investment. An additional benefit of a service economy includes
increased employment. When products are redesigned to be in a closed-loop system, waste
declines and the demand for labor increases. For example, traditionally one-fourth of the labor
force is used in the fabrication of basic raw materials (steel, glass, etc.), while three-quarters of
the labor force is involved with the production of
goods.22
The situation is reversed for natural
resources (e.g., energy). That means three-fourths the amount of energy is used in the extraction
of raw material and one-fourth is used in the manufacturing of the product. That means
"substituting reused or more durable manufactured goods for primary materials uses less energy
but provides more
jobs."23
A service economy allows for the use of remanufactured goods in place of the fabricated raw
materials, therefore using less energy and providing more jobs in manufacturing products.
Lastly, the service economy could help to stabilize the business
cycle,24
because customers
would be purchasing services which they need continuously, providing incentive to the
manufacturer to produce an asset that would be durable and productive for a long time.
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4. Investing in Natural Capital
After a company has increased their productivity of resources, redesigned products to fit
biological models, and changed their current business model there is still one more thing that
must be done to promote natural capitalism. Companies must "reinvest in restoring, sustaining,
and expanding the most important form of capital
- their own natural habitat and biological
resource
base."25
Natural capital supplies life sustaining processes and products necessary for our survival. We
can not continue to take resources from the Earth without expecting to see some sort of results
from declining natural capital. Increasing costs and impacts in production have made it clearer
to businesses and government that damages to the natural world can not continue to be
ignored.26
For example, increases in weather-related claims have bogged down insurance companies and
affected agriculture around the
world.27
In 1998, weather was responsible for an estimated $90
billion dollars worth of damage and the uprooting 300 million people from their homes, a
combined total that represents more than the entire
1980s.28
Hawkens, Lovins and Lovins
hypothesize that the escalation is linked to deforestation and climate changes, which are
associated with inefficient industrial systems.
Efforts by some companies to reinvest in natural capital have included but are not limited to:
AES, an independent power producer, planting trees to offset the carbon emission of its
power plants.
Interface, Inc., planting trees to offset airline travel.
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Certification by the Forest Steward Council of certain sustainable grown and harvested
products of Collins Pine that has led to extra profit margins that has increased Collins
Pine's
competitiveness.30
Additionally, the Allan Savory Center for Holistic Management in Albuquerque, New Mexico
has redesigned the approach to traditional cattle ranching. This new strategy of increasing the
carrying capacity of the rangeland by changing the intensity and time of cattle grazing at each
site has improved both the range and the profits of
ranchers.31
Practices in investing in natural capital are still evolving. The evidence that has been
accumulated provides a lesson that proves "working with nature is more productive than
working against
it."32
Investing in natural capital moves the company from being sustainable to
restorative, adding benefit back into the society.
C. How Do We Get From Here to There?
The concepts of natural capitalism assist in promoting the goals of sustainable development and
the Next Industrial Revolution. So why is the majority of industry not following suit? The
reasons are because the measures most business leaders use to manage decisions and set targets
are deficient. According to Hawken, Lovins and Lovins, the biggest deficiencies involve the
way companies allocate capital and how governments
set policy and impose taxes.
In order for the goals of natural capitalism and the Next Industrial Revolution to be realized it
will be necessary to revise the tax system
that is currently in place. The current tax system taxes
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behaviors that we believe are beneficial to society (e.g., income, work) while subsidizing
behaviors that are harmful to society (e.g., resource depletion, pollution). For example, the
United States subsidizes carbon-based energy production (particularly oil and coal), risky
technologies such as nuclear fission and Star Wars, and the disposal ofwaste (e.g.,
landfills).34
"Clean technologies that could lead to more innovation and jobs are not as likely to be subsidized
because that is supposed to be left to the
'market'."35
The current tax system does not distinguish between cost and price. Price is what the buyer pays
for the product and cost is what society pays. For example, the price of gas that consumers pay
for at the pump is a fraction of the true cost when you take into account the complete life-cycle
of gasoline from extraction, to use, to emission. To balance the price that the buyers pay with
what it costs society, the tax system should integrate cost with price.
To create an atmosphere that will foster the strategies of natural capitalism, it will be necessary
to move away from taxing the good and instead start taxing activities that deplete resources and
degrade the natural environment. This tax shift does not change who gets taxed, but rather what
is taxed. A shift in the conventional tax system is a long-term solution and will require steps in
implementation in order to provide a clear picture for businesses to make wise business decisions
and investments. Hawken states that a time span of 15 - 20 years should be sufficient to allow
businesses to continue depreciating current capital investments over their useful
lives.36
The tax shift alone will not alter business practice. Other events that must accompany a tax shift




For example, government policy must accompany the tax shift because the
way government sets policy sometimes undermines the benefits of natural capitalism. Examples
of policy undermining natural capital include, "in every state but Oregon, regulated utilities are
rewarded for selling more energy, water, and other resources and penalized for selling
less"
and
water laws in the US western states promote inefficient water consumption due to use-it-or-lose-
it water rights laws. These types of policies encourage unnecessary consumption of precious
natural capital.
Some business leaders might argue that a shift in taxes in favor of resources would decrease the
standard of living. Hawken counters that "an explosion of innovation that will create products,
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IV. Tool for the Next Industrial Revolution: The Natural Step
"
The laws ofnature supersede human laws, and ultimately they will impose themselves on us
whether we want them to or not
"
- Dr. Karl-Henrik Robert
'
The Next Industrial Revolution incorporates the redesign of industrial business operations,
processes and products (McDonough Braungart Sustainable Design Protocol) and the redesign
of commerce and the economic system (Natural Capitalism). The Natural Step is a tool in the
Next Industrial Revolution that provides a framework of scientific principles that companies may
use as a guide in their operations to "change the design parameters of our global industrial
system."2
A. Origin ofThe Natural Step
The Natural Step is two distinct entities. First, it is an organization. "The Natural Step is a non
profit environmental education organization working to build an ecologically and economically
sustainable
society."3
Secondly, it is a framework and a strategic planning tool. The Natural
Step is a framework for business, communities, academia, government and
individuals to be used
as a compass to redesign their efforts in a more sustainable manner.
1. Non-Profit Organization
The Natural Step originated in the late 1980s when
Swedish oncologist Dr. Karl-Henrik Robert
decided that the debate regarding the environment focused
on downstream symptoms rather than
the systematic reasons responsible for the problem. Dr. Robert observed
two things. First, mass
media made it appear that many people were
more interested in prosperity than protecting our
environment for the future. Second, in his medical practice he saw numerous
parents that would
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do anything to for their cancer-stricken children. He concluded that something was not right
with these two different observations because, despite the concern for the children and the future,
the environment was still being depleted. This led Dr. Robert to his crusade for change. In 1989,
Dr. Robert, founded the Natural Step organization, an environmental non-profit organization that
addressed problems by seeking advice from leaders in their areas of expertise (e.g., scientists,
economists, business leaders and other stakeholders). The dialogue and principles of the Natural
Step have spread internationally with affiliates being established in the US, Canada, the United
Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, and the Netherlands. Japan and South Africa are in the
process of establishing Natural Step organizations.
Although there may be little doubt of the peril the environment is in today, there still is no
consensus on the seriousness or timing of the threats posed to humankind. Dr. Karl-Henrik
Robert believed that the protection of the environment was being held back by the many
different arguments within the scientific community regarding the distant considerations. Dr.
Robert developed a document with the goal of creating a consensus on the "nonnegotiable and
absolute"
principles of sustainability. This document described
"the basic knowledge of the biosphere's functions,
how society influences natural systems,
that humans are a part ofnatural systems,
that humans are threatening themselves by deteriorating natural functions and, finally,




The document was circulated to 50 eminent Swedish scientists and redrafted 21 times before a
consensus was reached. The underlying principles and ideas of the Natural Step originate from
the consensus document. In the early part of the 1990s Dr. Robert worked together with Swedish
physicist John Holmberg, in defining four system conditions based on the principles of
sustainability. The four system conditions are:
1 . "Substances from the Earth's crust must not systematically increase in the biosphere.
2. Substances produced by society must not systematically increase in the biosphere.
3. The physical basis for the productivity and diversity of nature must not be systematically
diminished.
4. We must be fair and efficient in meeting basic human needs.
"6
These system conditions are based upon the laws of thermodynamics and natural cycles. The
principles of sustainability and the four system conditions are now the cornerstones of the
Natural Step's framework.
In Sweden, Dr. Robert's Natural Step gained recognition, including the endorsement of the King
of Sweden and support from business leaders and politicians. Celebrities and famous artists
appeared on Swedish television promoting the Natural Step. Educational packets were sent to
every household and school in order for everyone to learn about sustainability and recognize the
change that needed to take place to align current practices with the laws of nature. Today in
Sweden, The Natural Step is very popular and is transforming the way individuals and
organizations think about sustainability.
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It wasn't until February 1995 that The Natural Step came to the United States. Currently, the
headquarters are located in San Francisco, California and led by author, environmentalist, and
entrepreneur Paul Hawken. In 1997, twenty scientists from the United States and Canada were
asked to make a consensus on the validity of the science supporting The Natural Step. Their
findings are summarized in the following statement:
"We believe that without solutions to the problems addressed by The Natural Step, both
human civilization and biological diversity are seriously threatened. The development of
appropriate solutions to these problems requires the support and contributions of the
global community of scientists and engineers. We further believe that the application of
The Natural Step's four system conditions is a valid approach for addressing these
problems, and is especially useful for organizing information regarding sustainability. To
be effective the conditions must also be augmented by the evaluation of the
environmental impacts of specific substances and practices. We urge The Natural Step to
continue to engage scientists and engineers fully in the application, testing, and
improvement of the system conditions and all other aspects of its
program."
Currently, The Natural Step US is educating and supporting a growing number
of organizations
using The Natural Step framework, based on the principles
of sustainability and the four system
conditions. The goals of The Natural Step US are to produce results here in the United States
that equal that ofThe Natural Step in Sweden. The Natural Step US plans
on accomplishing this
by initiating these four key points.
"Form an effective and responsive national organization
Develop a teaching model with widespread
scientific support
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Make educational activities and seminars in the principles of TNS widely accessible to all
four target audiences (corporations, academia, government, community)
Develop and make widely available an effective set of self paced learning tools including
videos, an interactive world wide web site, computer games, self-study modules, workbooks,
case studies, board games
etc."8
These initiatives are planned to be accomplished by the year 2002.
2. Principles of the Natural Step




The foundation of the Natural Step rests on scientific certainties that support the framework for
sustainable development. The Natural Step is based on two preconditions. First, "humanity
cannot tolerate continual degradation of the environment. Second, there are four basic scientific
principles that serve as the cornerstone of The Natural
Step."10
These four basic scientific
principles are:
1. "Matter and energy cannot be created or destroyed. (According to the First Law of
Thermodynamics and the Principle of the Conservation ofMatter)
2. Matter and energy tend to disperse. (According to the Second Law ofThermodynamics)
This means eventually, all matter introduced into society (either from the earth's crust, or
human made) will be released into natural systems.
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3. The concentration and structure of matter characterize material quality. We cannot
consume energy or matter
- but we can and do consumer material quality (the degree of
order within energy and matter).
4. There is only one large scale source of net increase in material quality on Earth, and that
is photosynthesis. Green plant cells, with light from sun, provide the one mechanism to
reconstitute disorder (created by human and animal consumption) back into net
order.."11
Simply stated, "plants create structure and order by using energy from
sunlight."12
The two preconditions of The Natural Step are consistent with McDonough's cyclical design
principal. Based on the two preconditions of the Natural Step, "waste must not be systematically
accumulated in nature, and the reconstitution of material quality must be at least as large as its
dissipation,"
verifying McDonough's theory of redesign using cyclical cycles.
The four scientific principles of the Natural Step are not new ideas, however they do serve as the
backbone to the four system conditions. The value of the system conditions is that they are a
breakthrough in taking hard-to-understand scientific principles
and making them easier to
understand. Together these serve as the foundation ofThe Natural Step.
B. The Natural Step Framework
TheNatural Step offers a common ground for people
with different backgrounds, value systems,
and beliefs to communicate about environmental issues in one common language, science. The
Natural Step makes the assumption that each
person is already an expert in his or her chosen
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field. The Natural Step provides the tools and compass to solve the environmental and economic
problem, but allows each business, institution or community to define the path for themselves.
Therefore, the Natural Step allows corporations, academia, government and community a non-
threatening place to discuss tricky issues of sustainability because there is no finger-pointing and
no one telling you that it must be done in a certain matter.
As companies become more proactive, the Natural Step provides a framework that integrates
environmental issues into the business realm and allows a company to move forward towards
sustainable development. This is true because the framework helps to explain complex systems
in the simplest manner, therefore the issues can be dealt with on a timely basis. In their book on
The Natural Step, Nattrass and Altomare suggest that there are four core stages in applying The
Natural Step framework:
1. "Perceiving the nature of the unsustainable direction ofbusiness and society and the
self-
interest implicit in shifting in a sustainable direction;
2. The first-order principles for sustainability, i.e., the four System Conditions;
3. Strategic visioning through
"back-casting"
from a desired sustainable future and;
4. Identifying strategic steps to move the company from its current reality
towards its
desired vision.
Stage one relates to the understanding of the reality of today's
environmental situation. There are
six billion people on this earth, soon to become 10 billion.
Humankind is depleting our natural
resources faster than they can be replenished.
The situation that humankind faces has been
depicted by Dr. Roberts as walls of a funnel.
The resource funnel is a pictorial of our situation
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within the natural environment (Figure 4.6). The walls of the funnel are limits imposed by
increasing demand and increasing population. The upper wall represents resource availability
and the ability of the ecosystem to provide for those needs. The lower wall represents society's
demands for resources (e.g., food, shelter, transportation, clean air, clean water etc.). As societal
demand increases and resources are depleted the funnel walls become narrower. When the walls
are narrower there are fewer options that humankind has to implement. The goal is to not hit the
walls, as this will cause the company to go out of business unless they can react quickly to the
changing demands. The goal of a sustainable company is not to hit the walls, but rather to stay
within the center of the funnel by directing activities and investments that achieve sustainability.
That means that the company must realize the current plight society and the environment are in
and look for solutions to make it better in the future.
Stage two is understanding the first-order principles of sustainable development, the four system
conditions. Picturing an unsustainable society is pretty easy to define. However, depicting what
a sustainable society would be like is harder because
of the many variables. It is easier to define
the framework that needs to be established to reach sustainability: the four system conditions, at
a minimum, must be met in order for a society to become
sustainable. These four conditions are
non-negotiable. Ifwe do not meet these four conditions we will threaten the
ecosystems'
ability
to sustain life. The first three system conditions relate to the damage that human activities can
have on the ecosystem. The fourth condition is how the human society relates to the
other three
conditions. Dr. Robert suggests that if condition four isn't adequately
met that the other three
conditions will also not be
met.15
The four system conditions are a compass towards
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Figure 4.6 Resource Funnel
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Societal Demand for Resources
(Exponential growth in population, resource
requirements as affluence increases, increased
demands as technology spreads)
Source: Nattrass, Brian andMary Altomare. (1 999). The Natural Stepfor Business:
Wealth, Ecology and the Evolutionary Corporation.
Gabriola Island, British Columbia, Canada:
New Society Publishers, p. 19.
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sustainability based on binding principles of nature. Figure 4.7 depicts the four system
conditions, answering the meaning and the rationale behind each of the system conditions. By
following the four system conditions a company can know that they are heading in the direction
of sustainability and away from the walls of the funnel.
Stage three deals with strategic visioning through a tool called back-casting (Figure 4.8). Once
there is an understanding of the first stage (perceiving the nature of the unsustainable direction of
business and society etc.) it is then time to move onto the third stage of back-casting. After a
vision of sustainability is firmly in place, the company can move itself forward toward a more
sustainable future, opening the walls of the funnel. To reach the goal a company can back-cast
to determine the steps required in reaching the final goal. Unlike forecasting, where you are
building into the future, back-casting starts with the future vision and works back in steps, where
each step is a platform for the next step to be taken. Back-casting allows companies to set high
goals and devise a plan to obtain those goals. Back-casting can be especially useful when
"The problem to be studied is complex;
There is need for major change;
Dominant trends are part of the problem;
The problem to a great extent is a matter of externalities; and
The scope is wide enough and the time-horizon long enough to leave
considerable room for deliberate
choice."
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Figure 4.7 The Four System Conditions andWhat TheyMean
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Having developed an understanding ofwhat following in an unsustainable path can lead to, the
four system conditions and identifying the vision and steps by back-casting, it is time to apply
the Natural Step framework to move the company from its current reality towards it desired
vision.
The Natural Step is a long term commitment that requires capital and time. It can be applied on
a broad-level for strategic making decisions or day to day operations, as the company, institution
or community sees fit. Targets and timetables should be implemented. Advocates of The
Natural Step encourage a step-by-step approach. Understanding that the implementation of The
Natural Step is a long term process, short term goals should be established to move
systematically towards the long term vision. That often times means starting offwith the "low
hanging fruit", taking the steps that are initially easiest to accomplish while working your way
towards the long-term vision.
In order to successfully apply the strategic steps needed to be taken, a
business needs top
management support, education, and integration of sustainability issues into all business aspects.
In order for employees to really see the necessity for yet
another program, it must come from the
top. If employees see the commitment at the top they are more likely to follow suit. All
employees must also be educated and trained in The Natural Step. It is necessary to be able to
convey the complexity of the science
in a manner that all will understand without losing the
meaning behind it. Integrating sustainability
into all business aspects allows for a common
vision and more awareness of sustainability issues. Every employee becomes educated and
aware ofhow their tasks effect the outcome and the goal of
sustainability.
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C. Advantages, Limitations and Challenges
In assigning the pros and cons to The Natural Step, it is necessary to keep in mind that The
Natural Step refers to two separate entities, the organization and the framework.
1. The Natural Step Framework
a. Advantages
The Natural Step framework is based on proven scientific knowledge. The Natural Step
framework provides advantages in providing the four system conditions as a model to reach
sustainability based on scientific principles. This framework supports competent decision
making, planning and training decisions.
The Natural Step framework provides a shared mental model that helps to unite different
backgrounds and understanding in one common goal. This helps to create beneficial
measurement and indicators to be used to measure progress. Implementing The Natural Step
framework allows companies to get out of reactive thinking and start thinking proactively by
looking "upstream". This helps companies assess the problem before it happens rather than
react to the problem as it happens. This is both a time-saving and cost-saving measure. The
Natural Step framework adds value to many of the common EHS tools used in today's business
settings (e.g., environmental management systems, life-cycle assessment and design for the
environment).
b. Limitations
The Natural Step framework is relatively young, therefore, there is not much written material
that will help support a company in implementing the framework. The framework also does not
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provide steps that a company should take to implement the four system conditions. Although
The Natural Step framework adds value to many common EHS tools, a current limitation is that
it is still early to assess how these tools can be integrated with The Natural Step framework into
the business strategy. Solutions are coming from real time results of companies who are now
implementing the framework. Additionally, the highly scientific nature of The Natural Step has
made it difficult to communicate to employees what The Natural Step framework is in terms they
understand, without losing the meaning of the science behind it.
c. Challenges
A lot of the challenges The Natural Step framework has to overcome relate to it's newness and
the problems with aligning the scientific conditions with that of business priorities. It will be a
challenge to create better support material for companies to educate their employees in a way
they understand, without losing the meaning behind it. Currently, The Natural Step organizations
are developing a network of experts on the framework that will help to provide support to
companies.
2. The Natural Step Organization
a. Advantages
According to research done by Nattrass and Alltomare, the major advantages to The Natural Step
organization is that its framework is based on scientific methods, assigns no blame, involves
business in moving society towards sustainable development,
and supports best practices that
encourage the sharing and learning of sustainable
ideas.17
The Natural Step organization makes
the assumption that the company knows best how to
implement the framework and allows them
the flexibility to design a system that best fits
their company. The Natural Step does not tell a
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company what to do and where they have gone wrong. This allows the company to be in charge
of their own destiny. Among other advantages is that The Natural Step uses methodologies
similar to those used for quality. Due to the familiarity of the quality approaches, it is easier for
businesses to implement Natural Step methodologies. The Natural Step organization is open to
new information and intellect, looking to continually improve. Lastly, as observed by Nattrass
and Alltomare, when criticism comes their way, The Natural Step listens to the concerns and is
willing to make modifications to the framework or practice if
necessary.18
b. Limitations
The scientifically-based Natural Step organization has been criticized for its lack of experience
in the corporate world. The founder, Dr. Robert, based The Natural Step organization and
framework on a scientific foundation, but implementing those scientific conditions into business
applications has not been easy. For example, companies like IKEA that were applying the
framework, were experiencing actual real world business situations that went beyond that of the
scientific experiences of the Swedish Natural Step
organization.19
A limitation, which has also
been expressed as an advantage, is that the Natural Step organization does not offer enough
support to companies once they have had the initial general education in the framework. The
Natural Step organization does not offer tools, strategies or tactics to the company, but leaves it
up to the individual company to design their
own system.
c. Challenges
The Natural Step organization is a young
organization. Initially it was not intended to become
an international organization with affiliate groups around the world. This came about from the
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demands from different sectors during the campaign that launched The Natural Step in the first
place. Consequently, there has been a lack of resources to finance activities and programs.
Before The Natural Step organization had fixed the growing pains of their organization in
Sweden, they expanded to the United States in 1995, and to Canada in 1997.
The Natural Step US has gotten off to a much slower start than first expected. Much of the
problem was blamed on lower than expected fundraising funds and the organizational model first
implemented. First, the fundraising shortfall, according to TNS's regional director for the Great
Lakes, Carol Miseldine, was due to the fact that TNS was a "start-up (organization) without a
track record that turned out to be a
handicap."20
Second, the original model was based on a
hierarchical model where The Natural Step tool was distributed by certified trainers. The
problem with the model, according to Hawken, was that The Natural Step organization should be
giving away The Natural Step, not selling
it.21
The model used by the organization was similar
to a consultant's model that proved to be, for them, more of a burden than a benefit. Therefore,
Hawken implemented a new organizational model, focusing on developing communication tools
and enlisting supporters to spread the word of The
Natural
Step.22
According to Nattrass and
Altomare, the North American chapters have only recently been able to actually become an asset
to companies by providing the support that they were looking
for.23
A bonus for The Natural
Step US is that the board of directors has committed to becoming more actively involved.
Continued support and working within a new model hope
to have The Natural Step meet its
potential.
Dr. Roberts has faced some challenges of his own back in Sweden. In 1997, the credibility of
the TNS teachings was attacked. A prominent nuclear physicist,
Tor Ragnar Gerholm, made the
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argument that the TNS approach wasn't "justified by reference to the laws of
nature."24
This was
the first break in the consensus among the scientific community. A pair of debates followed the
break in consensus, but resulted with the teachings of The Natural Step still intact. In Sweden,
The Natural Step is making progress with sixty companies and most municipalities involved with
the organization. The Natural Step is starting to influence decisions being made throughout the
country. Sweden will be shutting down a nuclear reactor and has stopped building a beltway
around the country. Naturally, when an organization is starting to influence the decisions being
made around the country it will be subject to much fire by opponents of the decisions. Dr.
Robert has taken away something positive from these experiences, he believes as long as the
dialogue and feedback remain, the organization will survive.
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V. Present Day Toolkit Not Enough
Implementing the strategies ofThe Next Industrial Revolution will add value to the present day
toolkit used by EHS professionals. Currently, most companies define the reach of their EHS
influence within narrow boundaries. In order for these tools to really add value to the company,
they need to be used with out-of-the box thinking and with a compass pointed towards
sustainable development. The Next Industrial Revolution allows the defining of the box to have
much wider parameters, which allows for more value added to the traditional EHS toolkit. The
following discussion identifies the traditional EHS tools used today, and how implementing
strategies from theNext Industrial Revolution will enhance them.
A. Eco-Efficiency
Eco-efficiency is a term introduced by theWorld Business Council for Sustainable Development
(WBCSD) in 1992, and was endorsed at the Rio Earth Summit as a management philosophy
towards sustainability. The term eco-efficiency is defined as:
"Competitively priced goods and services that satisfy human needs and bring
quality of life while progressively reducing the
environmental impacts of
goods and resources intensity throughout the entire life-cycle to a level at
least in line with the Earth's carrying
capacity."1
The vision of eco-efficiency is producing more with less, as
well as creating additional value for
the customer while maintaining or reducing
the environmental impact. The hope for
eco-
efficiency is that it integrates
economics and the environment in business decisions. The linkage
of economics with environment has made eco-efficiency popular with business. According to
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Stephan Schmidheiny, founder of the Business Council for Sustainable Development and author,




In order for eco-efficiency to succeed it requires changes in philosophy, products and processes.
This does not mean that business has to change the current business practice, but rather
incorporate the elements of eco-efficiency into their operations.
Eco-efficiency is based on good intentions. However, relying on eco-efficiency to save the
environment or to lead us to sustainable development, will ultimately have the opposite effect.
Eco-efficiency creates what William McDonough calls an "illusion of change", lulling business
into a false sense of security. Not enough happens when you focus on eco-efficiency. The
foundation of eco-efficiency is "doing more with
less"
but using the same systems that powered
the first Industrial Revolution. Eco-efficiency still uses traditional linear design systems that
caused the problem in the first place. While it is clear that eco-efficiency will produce fewer
dangerous materials, release fewer toxic materials, and decrease the amount ofwaste produce, is
this what we are striving for? Eco-efficiency won't cure our environmental problems; it only
delays the problems for future generations to solve.
McDonough and Braungart argue that a more appropriate concept for the Next Industrial
Revolution is
"eco-effectiveness."
They point out that "nature is not efficient, it is
effective."3
Eco-effectiveness is used to describe the concept of eliminating waste and the return to honoring
natural cycles. Progress towards toward sustainable development requires understanding and
application of sustainable design. Eco-effectiveness demands that the design protocol will
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exclude harmful substances and keep all materials in a closed looped system. Eco-effective
products will return safely to either the biological or industrial metabolisms.
B. Regulations
Traditionally EHS professionals were commonly seen as compliance cops. The main job of the
EHS professional was to made sure that the company complied with all the applicable laws and
regulations. As companies became more proactive, rather than reactive, EHS professionals have
broadened their job description and moved away from the image of the compliance cop.
However, complying with regulations is still part of the EHS professional's routine work.
Although the Environmental Protection Agency and their regulations and programs are far from
perfect, they are still commonly seen as a tool in protecting the environment. Some argue that the
driver for green design is regulation. Presumably many people believe that without these
regulations and programs the environment would be in a lot more trouble then it already is.
However, not everyone agrees with that statement.
In the strategies of the Next Industrial Revolution, regulations are seen as design
failures.4
McDonough views that regulations create "environmental backlash", where businesses search for
loopholes in the regulations in order to continue with processes and products that are
environmentally unsound. Another argument against
regulations is the underlying premise that it
is all right to pollute and discharge toxins into the environment as long as you are in compliance
with the law. According to McDonough and Hawken, regulations stifle
innovation and limit the
ability of industry to be competitive.
McDonough believes that regulations interfere with
business, especially small business, when it comes to competing
with businesses abroad where
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human and natural resources are less regulated. Regulations are often so prescriptive that they
hinder the ability of a company to be innovative regarding the total redesign of the system.
"Well-intended regulation has punished capital investments that were made in good faith -
maybe not good science, but good
faith."5
Moving towards the Next Industrial Revolution will
prove difficult because of the amount ofmoney that is already invested in old technology.
"Companies whose capital investments are affected by such regulations will be
tigers in opposing new standards or laws that basically create write-offs. An
intelligent strategy ofmoving toward least-cost, carbohydrate-based, cyclical
economy reward resource efficiency rather than only financial efficiency, has
to be as imaginative as the very process it seeks to replicate. Intelligent policies
will be largely self-regulating, in the sense that the system of incentives and
standards makes it absolutely ludicrous to not move toward clean, internalized
systems of cost and
production."6
The strategies of the Next Industrial Revolution imply that the greater good would come with
less or no regulations, thus allowing businesses to search for more innovative designs that get
away from producing toxins, rather than trying to get away with producing toxins. If products
are designed to remain in a closed loop system, to remain in the biological or industrial system,
business and nature can be productive without harm to the environment, without need for
regulation. As more companies move beyond compliance, regulations would become obsolete.
C. ISO 14001
ISO 14001 is a formal environmental management system developed by the International
Organization for Standardization. The ISO 14001 standard was first published in the fall of 1996
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and is part of the ISO 14000 series of environmental standards. ISO 14001 provides the
backbone for an environmental management system, rather than providing a prescription for how
to implement the management system. ISO 14001 is a cyclical process (Figure 5.9). The
beginning of the cycle starts with setting an environmental policy. Next, objectives, targets and
plans are set to achieve the policy. Then the plans are implemented. Next in the cycle is checking
and corrective action, where monitoring and measurement play a role, audits are implemented,
and where needed corrective action takes place. The next step after that is management review,
where top management reviews and revises the process. The cycle is now complete and a new
cycle is started. This is a process of continuous improvement. The benefits that companies see
with implementing ISO 14001 are reducing environmental liability and risk, a competitive edge,
identifying areas for improvement, demonstrating a commitment to high quality and helping to
maintain compliance, and decreases in waste and pollution, which both aid in reducing the cost.
ISO 14001 helps a company to define their goal and moves
them towards that goal
systematically.
ISO 14001 is a management system, with checks and balances that are focused
on whether or
not the system is conforming to the standard and is effective.
The problem is that if the company
focuses their goals too low or asks the wrong questions, the management
system can still be in
conformance and environmental degradation continues. Strategies and
tools of the Next
Industrial Revolution can be used with ISO 14001 management system to help companies to
define the appropriate goals and ask the right questions. An ISO
14001 management system
based on principles designed to reach sustainability will focus the
management system toward
the long term goal of sustainable
development. "Integrating the environmental management
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Source: Nattrass, Brian andMary Altomare. (1999). The Natural Stepfor Business:
Wealth, Ecology and The Evolutionary Corporation. Gabriola Island, British Columbia, Canada:
New Society Publishers, p. 171.
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system with The Natural Step framework helps create this important buy-in because people can
see how it supports the company's larger vision for the future as well as business
objectives."7
Oki Semiconductor has integrated ISO 14001 with The Natural Step. They have identified at
least 15 areas in which The Natural Step framework creates value to the process. According to
Oki Semiconductor, the only areas where The Natural Step did not create value were in
communication, environmental management system documentation, and document
control.8
Oki
Semiconductor made six suggestions on how to integrate The Natural Step and ISO 14001
together (Figure 5.10). The six steps include:
Add sustainability and TNS issues into the environmental policy,
Train employees on TNS,
Include TNS in rating and ranking ofEHS aspects,
Include TNS in new business decisions,
Include TNS analysis during internal audits and
Include TNS activity reviews for management reviews.
The document provided by Oki Semiconductor can also serve as a guide in integrating ISO
14001 with the strategies of the Next Industrial Revolution, in conjunction with The Natural
Step.
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Figure 5.10 Integrating The Natural Step and ISO 14001
Integrating The Natural Step and ISO 14001
1 . Include Sustainability and TNS conditions in the company's environmental policy.
2. Train all employees in the four system conditions, and include TNS in the induction
process.
3. Include TNS principles in the rating and ranking of environmental aspects
To help determine the significance of impacts on the environment
To help ensure objectives chosen are in accordance with sustainability
To help ensure resource expended will be balanced toward sustainability
Use specific criteria from TNS for evaluation and ranking (in database)
4. Include TNS analyses in new materials, products, processes, and activity decisions.
Ensure new product/process system meeting agendas include TNS analyses
Use ranking analysis sheets for thoroughness
5. Include confirmation of effective use ofTNS analyses during internal audits
Records confirming use must be defined and retained as objective
evidence
6. Include a TNS activities review for effectiveness inManagement Reviews
Review the records as objective evidence, look for evidence of effectiveness
Source: Larry Chalfan, OKI Semiconductor.
Source: Nattrass, Brian andMary Altomare. (1999). 77k?
Natural StepforBusiness:
Wealth, Ecology and The Evolutionary
Corporation. Gabriola Island, British Columbia, Canada:
New Society Publishers, p. 173.
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D. Design for Environment
Supporters ofDesign for Environment (DFE) believe that this tool will help to create products
that are easier to recover, reuse and recycle. DFE uses cradle-to-grave analysis, which begins
and ends outside the boundaries of the company operations. It includes a full assessment of all
inputs to the product and examines how customers use and dispose of the product. DFE engages
a wide range of expertise by including technical staff, environmental staff, customers and
external community input throughout the process.
The concept ofDesign for the Environment (DFE) is relatively new concept. It is just becoming
a common tool for even the most proactive companies. However, leading thinkers are
questioning whether DFE addresses larger systems, and whether DFE will lead to sustainable
product design. According to Jacquelyn Ottman, "DFE has struck me as a design for staying in
business, DFE is okay, but you have to get further out on the
curve."10
DFE is a good tool, but to
really add value, DFE needs to break out-of-the-box that is currently used,
and redefine the
boundaries to encompass the larger systems. In applying strategies and tools of the Next
Industrial Revolution to DFE, the complete lifecycle of the product is taken into consideration,
cradle-to-cradle, rather than cradle-to-grave. The
product never becomes waste and the cyclical
process become the norm.
Other traditional EHS professional tools such as, auditing and product-life cycle assessment,
also need to implement strategies and tools of The Next
Industrial Revolution. This will help
these tools add more value by breaking the boundaries typically
defined by today's companies.
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In order for these tools to really add value to the company they need to be defined on
out-of-the-
box thinking with a framework and foundation that is pointed towards sustainable development.
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VI. CaseStudies
According to Carl Frankel, "there is a 'great
divide'
that exists between two categories of
corporations in their attitudes toward the
environment."1
One category of corporations has come
to understand how their activities affect the natural world and that the natural world provides
business opportunity and innovation. The second category still sees the environment as a cost of
doing business, a necessary evil. The second category of corporations is not aware of the
opportunity and ability for innovation that understanding the relationship between the
environment and business brings.
All the companies highlighted here have come to understand that the natural world affords a true
business opportunity, but the approaches they take in reaching for sustainability are different
(Appendix A). I have chosen Interface and Nike because of their proactive views regarding
sustainability issues and their involvement with the Natural Step and McDonough Braungart
Design Chemistry (MBDC). I have chosen Bristol-Myers Squibb and Xerox because they have
chosen a different path in their mission towards sustainability. Table 6.11 depicts additional
companies that have implemented strategies and/or the tool of the Next Industrial Revolution.
A. Xerox
Xerox is a $19.4 billion international document solutions
company.2
Document solutions
encompass developing, marketing, manufacturing, servicing and financing a range of document
processing products and solutions. Xerox's
goal is to be the leader in the global document market
by providing leading solutions that will increase their customers business
productivity.3
Xerox
has 92,700 employees worldwide with an estimated 52,000 working in the United
States.4
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CEO read Paul Hawken's, The Ecology ofCommerce, which changed the




Nike was widely criticized for problems with labor practices in Asia; Nike
took action and refocused their efforts concerning EHS issues and
sustainability.
Electrolux TheNatural Step Faced with losing amulti-million dollar contract when a major customer,
who was working with TheNatural Step, turned them down because their
products violated the four system conditions for sustainability. Electrolux
demanded a meeting with founder, Dr. Robert and later signed on to The
Natural Step.
IKEA TheNatural Step IKEA ran into a compliance problem with formaldehyde. An investigative
report ran on IKEA's popular Billy bookshelf revealing that it emitted
formaldehyde over the legislated requirement. IKEA received bad press
and production had to stop worldwide. This was amulti-million-dollar
problem. Later that year IKEA signed on to TheNatural Step.
Scandic
Hotels
The Natural Step Hotel was in deep financial trouble, a new CEO was brought in who




TheNatural Step Family owned business, rich in environmental tradition, chose TheNatural
Step because they believed it was the right thing to do.
Mitsubishi
Corporation
The Natural Step A Consumer boycott was launched by an American environmental
movement, Rainforest Action Network (RAN) based on alleged
environmentally destructive logging ofold-growth forests. A negotiated
agreement with RAN andMitsubishi Electric ofAmerica (MEA) and
Mitsubishi Motor Sales ofAmerica (MMSA) among other agreements
detailed the training of employees in industrial ecology and The Natural
Step. MEA andMMSA hope that when economic benefits are realized
from implementing TheNatural Step, they can take it to the larger
Mitsubishi Corporation to also endorse.
Additional companies partnering withMBDC:
DesignTex Inc., Guilford ofMaine, Ben & Jerry's Homemade,
Inc.
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1. Path Towards Sustainability
In the late 1970s and early 1980s Xerox began to lose their market share to Japanese
companies.5
The former CEO, David Kearns responded by implementing quality campaigns at every level of
the company. In the early 1980s Xerox began to reinvent itself with an orientation towards
quality. This reinvention proved successful, with Xerox becoming the first American company
to regain share of the market back from the
Japanese.6
Xerox has won all three major quality
awards, the Deming Award in Japan (1980), the European Quality Award (1992), and the
Malcolm Baldrige Award (1989, 1997). A result of the commitment to quality, Dr. Jack Azar,
Vice President, Environmental Health and Safety stated, "was an understanding that product
stewardship
- environmental manufacturing
- through asset management paralleled almost
exactly the steps we'd taken in our quality
initiatives."7
Xerox's commitment to the environment goes back to 1967, when Xerox recovered materials
from their used photoreceptor drums and the recycled material was used in new
products.8
However, it wasn't until 1980 that Xerox formed their corporate EH&S organization and it wasn't
until the early 1990s that Xerox recognized the link between protecting the environment and
good
business.9
Xerox learned an early lesson in the fall of 1984, when construction workers discovered a leak
from an underground storage tank during excavation at their Salt Road Complex, in Webster,
NY.10
It wasn't until August, 1985, that Xerox alerted their Salt Road neighbors. Xerox's
argument for not notifying residents earlier was that they believed that the contamination was
contained on Xerox's property and had not traveled beyond their boundaries. Once the
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determination was made that contamination passed beyond Xerox's boundaries they notified
residents. The solvents discovered in the leak were tricholorethylene (known as TCE) and
toluene. TCE is considered a probable carcinogen and toluene is a flammable material that is
considered harmful to the central nervous system if inhaled or
swallowed.11
The EPA fined
Xerox $95,000 for violating Section 308(h) of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA). The real costs for Xerox came in trying to remediate the contamination. The costs
include testing ofprivate wells, clean-up of the contaminated area, buying up houses and land on
Salt Road, costly legal battles and a tarnished reputation. Sixteen privately owned wells were
tested for contamination on Salt Road and other nearby streets, one well was found to have TCE
present at a level 62 times greater than New York state's recommended
limit.13
Two families
sued Xerox over health problems from the contamination. In a confidential settlement, where
Xerox admitted no liability or fault, Xerox paid the families $4.5 million and relocated
them.14
Due to the sealed lawsuits, neighbors on Salt Road don't know exactly what has happened to
their relocated neighbors and what the threat is to them. Ray Gerber, a Salt Road resident quoted
in the Washington Post, stated
"




In 1985, Xerox's policy response to this incident was to "voluntarily
assess their sites worldwide for soil and groundwater contamination, initiating the Remediation
Program,"16
which included the removal of underground storage tanks. The intent was to
preclude any future contamination from underground
storage tanks.
In the early 1990s Xerox realized
that the thousand of old copiers being housed in their
warehouses were not being utilized to their full environmental and economic value. Although
the whole copier could not return back into the product cycle, components of the copier could be
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reused or remanufactured. This was the beginning of Xerox's long term goal of becoming a
waste-free factory that produces waste-free products.
2. Definition of Sustainability
Early EHS initiatives were focused primarily on regulatory compliance, safe products and a safe
workplace. Xerox has worked hard to establish themselves as a leadership company in
workplace, community and environmental practices. Xerox is a leader in their commitment to
environmental, health and safety issues, and is extending their commitment to sustainability
(Appendix B). Xerox has made a continuous commitment to sustainability that includes
protecting the safety of their employees and customers, conserving resources in product
development and manufacturing, helping customers generate less waste, and encouraging
employees to contribute to community environmental
initiatives.17
Xerox's commitment to
sustainability is a commitment to the triple bottom line. "At Xerox, environmental and social
responsibilities are now included as important elements of the management model used to guide
the company's business
operations."18
In addition to improving their economic bottom line,
Xerox has improved their social and environmental bottom line by implementing innovative
programs. In providing support for their employees, Xerox has implemented the Lifecycle
Assistance program and the Social Service Leave program, which provide support and
opportunities for employees. The Lifecycle Assistance provides financial support for childcare,
mortgage assistance for first time homeowners, or extended health care benefits, for eligible
employees. The Social Service Leave program encourage employees who want to volunteer
within the community a chance to work
for one year, paid sabbatical, in a social service program.
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In the environmental arena, Xerox has worked hard to create "waste free products from waste-
free factories, which enable customers to achieve a waste-free
office."19
3. Major Tools used to Reach Sustainability
As Xerox moves towards sustainable development their commitment to EHS leadership has
grown to encompass waste-free goals and eco-efficiency initiatives. Figure 6.12 shows a
timeline of the growth ofXerox's EHS program and initiatives.
a. Waste-Free Company
Xerox is committed to becoming a waste-free company. The goal of the waste-free company is





Additionally, Xerox wants to change the way their
products and processes are made to help businesses work toward sustainable development.
Xerox sees waste as an "inefficient product, material or process with negative impacts on the
environment, customers, employees and surrounding
communities."
Design criteria for
products and factories that will help to accomplish EHS waste-free goals include: "efficient use
of energy and materials, low emissions and noise,
minimal use of hazardous substances and parts
reuse and materials
recycling."
In 1993, theWaste-Free Factory program was initiated
with the goal to minimize the waste
associated with manufacturing processes at
Xerox. Criteria for aWaste-Free Factory include
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reductions in waste, emissions, energy consumption and increased recycling. "Since the early
1990s, Xerox has managed their environmental performance against an internal benchmark
known asWaste-Free
Factory."23
Design for the Environment and Asset RecycleManagement
(ARM), which manages products returned to Xerox for reprocessing, have helped in designing
new waste-free products. The goal of theWaste-Free Factory allowed Xerox to identify nine












Design for the Environment (DFE) is Xerox's main tool for waste-free products and
manufacturing. In 1993, Xerox started incorporating principles of DFE into
products and
processes. In implementing DFE, each product must be
developed by designers with a focus on
environmental impacts and product life-cycle costs. Many product improvements were made
when DFE was integrated into product design.
25
Xerox believes they can accomplish their goal
of a waste free-factory if products are
designed with sustainable product design initiatives.
Sustainable product design is an approach to design that reduces
environmental impact at every
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stage of a product's life cycle and embraces the advances in technology and business strategies.
Product life cycle assessment is a "tool in Xerox's DFE toolkit necessary to quantify and
communicate areas where the greatest improvements can be
realized." 26
The ultimate goal of Xerox is to have nothing entering the plant go to the landfill. Therefore,
Xerox wants to have complete closed-loop
systems.27
That means that Xerox is trying to
eliminate toxic materials from their choices of materials, and is making efforts to "close the
loop"
through design for disassembly. Products are also ergonomically designed for health and
safety benefits. In efforts to close-the-loop, Xerox has implemented cartridge return programs.
When customers replace the copy cartridge in copier of printer, it can be mailed back to Xerox.
The incentive for customers to participate is that Xerox pays for the shipping and discounts or
rebates are offered for participation. Xerox then remanufactures the cartridges
As part of their waste-free goals, Xerox remanufactures equipment and reuses parts. Designing






Through these initiatives Xerox has prevented 145
million pounds ofwaste from entering landfills in 1998. Since 1991, parts reuse has reduced the
use of raw materials and energy needed to manufacture new parts,
and today 90% of
Xerox-
designed equipment is remanufacturable.
In 1991, Xerox implemented Asset Recycle Management (ARM). This corporate-wide program
manages product returns for reprocessing. Xerox has developed procedures that return products,
not originally designed for recycling,
back into the technical metabolism. Parts are reprocessed
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to meet the same standards as new parts. In 1995, Xerox had estimated savings of several
hundred million dollars, with a great potential to save even more in the
future.30
b. Eco-Efficiency Initiatives
In building on the success of waste reduction, Xerox adopted the strategy of eco-efficiency.
Eco-efficiency is producing more with less, and creating value for the customer while
maintaining or reducing the environmental impact. Business does not have to change its current
business practices, but rather integrates the elements of eco-efficiency into their operations.
Xerox's eco-efficiency initiatives are done through their waste-free products, waste-free plants,
and waste-free offices programs. In committing themselves to zero waste they have committed
themselves to the principles of eco-efficiency, doing more with less. An example of one of
Xerox's eco-efficiency strategies is packaging-free products. The benefits to Xerox and their
customers include
"Elimination ofwaste and its disposal and transport and landfill requirements
Use of renewable (wood) or low-cost, easily recyclable (steel) materials
Robustness of totes allow an extended life-cycle
Productivity improvement and space savings
Elimination of traditional packaging has led to company-wide savings of $3.2
million."31
Through waste-free initiatives Xerox can dramatically reduce the amount of raw materials, and
environmental impact of their products while creating savings and opportunity for the company.
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c. ISO 14001
In 1997, Xerox completed the registration of their entire major manufacturing and logistic
facilities to the ISO 14001 environmental management system. The ISO 14001 tool provides
Xerox with guidance and structure for managing their environmental health and safety program
by requiring Xerox to "integrate environmental planning, program implementation, and
measurements with day-to-day business
activities."32
Xerox believes that ISO 14001 has helped
them to identify and analyze waste streams and material process flows, which help them to reach
their goals of being waste-free. Xerox has seen value in the results, which include lowered
energy consumption, increased recycling, reduced waste to landfill, and improved procedures for
managing hazardous
waste.33
Vendors of Xerox are being asked to work toward ISO 14001
registration.
In working toward registration, Xerox recognized a
need to better manage documentation
requirements. The EHS organization developed a software tool called EcoWorx whose purpose
is "to streamline the environmental management system, improve the ability to achieve and
maintain ISO 14001 registration and realize productivity in the manufacturing
plants."34
The
benefits that Xerox has seen due to implementing EcoWorx increased productivity, improved
internal communication, increased confidence on EHS information,
reduced time for permits and
report preparation convinced the company to offer
EcoWorx to their customers.
4. Sustainable Growth
As Xerox "moves into the next century, their focus will be
on achieving sustainable growth as a
corporation by further integrating environmental,
health and safety concepts into businesses and
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services."
Customer and supplier relationships will grow in importance and significance as
Xerox continues their commitment to grow outside the company's walls. Other identified
objectives to future sustainable growth are to have customers not only manage the document but
also manage the knowledge contained in the document and minimize use ofvaluable resources.
Xerox's goal of zero injuries is a commitment to their employees. Xerox realizes that a
workplace with many injuries and absenteeism is a workplace that is inefficient and
unsustainable. In 1997, Xerox implemented the Zero Injury Program. The Zero Injury Program
commits Xerox to "a 20% year-over-year reduction in the Total Recordable Incident rate and the
Days Away From Work case
rate."36
The results in the first year were encouraging. The results
from the second year, 4% decrease in Total Recordables and 1 1% increase in Days Away From
Work, fell well short of their goal of
20.37
In an attempt to get the program back on track, Xerox
is refocusing their attention on identifying the cause of the accidents and injuries. Identifying the
root cause of the problem will help Xerox identify the right plan of action.
5. Conclusions
Xerox's path to sustainable development is one of evolution not revolution. Xerox has been
continually upgrading their EHS programs and evolving
their stance on sustainability. Xerox has
often been caught thinking in a linear, incremental, and evolutionary mindset, and has had to
react to the situation. For example, "Xerox's inability to foresee an industry dominated by
smaller Canon
copiers,"38
resulted in a shift in business towards quality. Secondly, Xerox's
response to a leak in their underground storage tank resulted in the remediation program that
assessed sites worldwide for soil and groundwater contamination.
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Xerox has the ability to move forward into the Next Industrial Revolution. Xerox has shifted its
focus from product manufacturing to being a service and
"solutions"
provider. Xerox already
has experience with many of the design aspects, but needs to carry these concepts further. For
example, in applying DFE, Xerox needs to widen their boundaries of influence to incorporate
cradle-to-cradle relationships.
As we enter into the
21st
century, Xerox can learn from the past and start thinking about the long-
term future. Hopefully, Xerox will realize that many believe that the key to being successful in
the future is to "reinvest in the future, create new products and transform the
industry."39
The
strategies and the tool of Next Industrial Revolution may just be the answer to Xerox being
successful in the future.
B. Bristol-Myers Squibb
Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMS) is a diversified, decentralized, worldwide health and personal care
company. BMS is organized into four business areas: medicines, beauty care, nutritionals and
medical devices. BMS employs 54,000 employees in 60 countries around the
world1
and
realized net sales of$18.3 billion in 1998.
2
In the fall of 1998, Fortune magazine ranked Bristol-
Myers Squibb the second most admired pharmaceutical company in the
world.3
1. Path Towards Sustainability
BMS established an environmental, health and safety (EHS) program, in the 1970s, that was
mainly reactive and compliance driven. In the late
1980s and early 1990s BMS recognized the
need for an EHS management system. The early management systems were designed to manage
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EHS compliance. In the early 1990s BMS realized that they were not happy with just being
compliance driven. A driver that helped to motivate BMS to change from being reactive to a
more proactive company was a major enforcement action in 1992. The Syracuse, New York
plant pleaded guilty to violating the Clean Water Act and was fined and penalized $3.5 million
dollars. BMS also agreed to build a $30 million wastewater pre-treatment plant. According to
officials, "the fine and the cost of the treatment plant represented the biggest penalty imposed for
a pollution violation since the Exxon Valdez oil
spill."4
Then CEO Richard Gelb stated, "The
reputation of a company selling health and beauty can not be blemished by reports of unhealthy
operations."5
Gelb devised a plan that would make BMS a leadership company in EHS. BMS
began to integrate EHS into business by recognizing the important EHS aspects of their
operation and by interfacing EHS into the decision-making
process.6
The tools that BMS used to integrate EHS into their businesses were Product Life Cycle analysis
and the Codes ofPractice. The Codes ofPractice is BMS's EHS management system based on
the International Chamber of Commerce's 16-point Business Charter for Sustainable
Development. Product Life Cycle analysis was introduced as a pollution prevention measure.
2. How BMS Defines Sustainability
BMS has defined sustainable development as "understanding the economic, social, and
environmental activities that will enable our generation and future generations to live within the
earth's capacity to support
us."7
BMS's definition of sustainable development is a commitment to
the triple bottom line. However, BMS, like many companies, continues to wrestle with what
sustainability or sustainable
development means to their company, what their roles and
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responsibilities are, and what are the best metrics to be used to measure how their actions that
support sustainable
development.8
In 1997, The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) was established by the Coalition for
Environmentally Responsible Economies (CERES), a nonprofit, nongovernmental organization
of environmental organizations. The Global Initiative (GRI) was established to make reporting
on sustainable development more consistent and reliable for stakeholders to use. In an effort to
prepare standard, factual information BMS has implemented the reporting guidelines in their
1999 Report on Environmental Health and Safety Progress. Table 6.13 illustrates the approach
BMS used in preparing their 1999 Report on Environmental Health and Safety Progress.
Table 6.13 - BMS's GRI Approach
Our report covers our research and development, manufacturing, and distribution facilities
worldwide.
2. The data reported include the key EHS aspects of the company's operations.
3. The report contains our EHS policy and goals and our performance against those goals. It also
includes our performance against voluntary public EHS commitments. Baseline data are presented
for each performance metric.
Key data in the report are compared at least over a three-year period, including the baseline year.4.
Standard processes are in place for data collection and data reporting, as described in Section 7.5.
6. Changes made from one year to the next in the method used to estimate or otherwise determine
data are noted in the report.
We follow a system for properly adjusting EHS data to take into account facility acquisitions,
divestitures, and closing, (see Section 7).
Whenever possible, data are normalized to sales. Data in absolute terms are provided on our
website at www.bms.com/ehs.
9. Data are presented in this report in a way that is fair and without distortion.
10 The data is presented in a way that accommodates the needs of various stakeholders. We solicit
and consider stakeholder feedback on how we present data and what data we collect.
11. Significant variations and deviations in performance are explained in the text of this report.
12. Supporting data are retained for at least one year
from the date of publication of the report in
which the data so supported were last used.
Source: Reporting Approach. [Online], 2.
Available: www.bms.com/ehs [1999, June 16], p.l.
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3. Major Approaches and Tools Used to Reach Sustainability
BMS's journey towards sustainable development is one of evolution. BMS is building on
previous EHS initiatives. Approaches and tools that BMS is using to enhance the proactive
culture include:
a. Associations
BMS is a member with a number of associations whose activities foster sustainable development.
These associations include Business for Social Responsibility (BSR), International Safety
Council, Organization Resources Counselors, World Environment Center (WEC) and Global
Environmental Management Initiative (GEMI). These associations help to strengthen BMS's
commitment to sustainable development by providing the support, education, training,
examination and opportunities for benchmarking.
b. EHS Professionals
The role of the EHS professional in BMS is to bring sustainable development to the attention of
top management and to filter it throughout the
company. The role of the EHS professional is
focused primarily on monitoring and benchmarking
other leadership companies and services. As
BMS moves forward in their sustainability journey, the EHS
professional will have to
communicate more closely with
Human Resources and Public Affairs and
Communication.9
Similarly different business units will
have to work more closely together to facilitate sustainable
development.
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c. EHS Management System
The structure that will help BMS to institute sustainable development is the EHS management
system. BMS 's environmental management system is comprised of the BMS pledge and EHS
policy, EHS Codes of Practice, Management System Self-Assessment, EHS Guidance, Best
PracticeManagement Database, Operating Results, and Feedback
Mechanisms.10
Although the terminology may be new, sustainable development is not a new concept for BMS.
BMS's Pledge and EHS policy together encompass their definition of sustainable development:
"economic growth, social progress, and environmental
protection"11
(Appendix B). Together
these two statements of intention help set BMS on the right path towards sustainable
development.
In 1993, BMS adopted the Business Charter for Sustainable Development code of environmental
management. BMS started by measuring their performance against the 16 principles of the
Business Charter, (Figure 6.14) looking at policy setting, systems and procedures, education and
implementation, and monitoring and reporting. In 1995, BMS embedded these principles in its
BMS Codes ofPractice for EHS. The Codes ofPractice operationalize the EHS policy and make
it applicable to any business, contractor or
supplier.13
The Codes of Practice "serve as a
blueprint for increasing productivity, growth, and customer focus by integrating EHS into our
day-to-day business management
system."14
For each of the 16 codes, the performance is rated
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Figure 6.14 Bristol-Myers Squibb's Codes of Practice




For each of the 16 codes, we have charted our
overall companywide performance on a scale of 1
-
4:
Level 1 performance involves achieving
compliance with laws, regulations, and company
policies.
Level 2 performance relies on management
systems, rather than individuals, to maintain
continued compliance and to evaluate products and
processes.
Level 3 performance integrates EHS
responsibilities across all functions and levels
within the business.
Level 4 performance innovates to continually
improve products and processes and to enhance
efficiencies and competitive advantage.
Codes ofPractice




5. Acquisitions and Divestitures
6. Products and Services
7. External Customer Support
8. Business Activities and Operations
9. Research Support
10. Precautionary Approach
1 1. Contractors and Suppliers
12. Emergency Prevention Preparedness and Response
13. Transfer ofTechnology and Best Practices
14. Common Effort Good Citizenship
1 5. Communication with Stakeholders
1 6. Measurement and Reporting
Source: Report on Environmental Health and Safety
Progress: On tiie Path to Sustainable
Development. (1999, May). [Online], 40.
Available: www.bms.com/EHS [1999, June 16],p.l6.
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on a scale of 1-4. A score of one indicates compliance with applicable laws, regulations and
company policy. A score of four indicates continuous improvement in products and processes
and increases in efficiency and competitive advantage. The goal for BMS is to have each
division achieve performance level 2 (performance relying on management systems) by the year
2000. Implementing the 16 Codes ofPractice was not an easy task. It took some time for each
business unit to understand the Codes ofPractice, and identify how to implement the Codes and
measure performance against them. To help in that process the corporate evaluation team
evaluates against the Codes in their audits. What the evaluation team has found is that the
businesses have been hard on themselves in
self-assessment.15
The environmental management
system also provides for technical and non-technical support for employees for complying with
the Codes ofPractice, this provision is called EHS Guidance.
The Best Practices Database is a communication tool that allows employees to share information
company-wide regarding cost-saving and cost-avoiding solutions. The Best Practice Database is
a way to research how other facilities have solved similar problems and to conduct
internal
benchmarks. The database is easily accessible to all employees and provides financial costs and
benefits in implementing the approach. "BMS has already realized over $2.9 million in cost
savings due to Best
Practices."16
By communicating environmental cost-savings and cost-avoiding solutions,
this tool is helping
BMS move towards sustainable development. In order to fully address the triple bottom line, the
Best Practice Database would also have to encompass social solutions or avoiding social
injustices.
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EHS operating results are the traditional lagging indicators that are tracked and measured, and
include accident rates, energy used, hazardous waste generated, releases to air and water,
compliance, etc. The rationale is that as management systems improve the operating results will
also improve. BMS communicates the value of the improving trends of their operating results.
As BMS is able to define sustainability and what it means to them, metrics must be developed.
Two-way dialogue is very important. Internal and external communication with stakeholders
will need to continue to identify opportunities and needs to improve not only the management
system, but also the triple bottom line.
D. Product Life Cycle
Product Life Cycle (PLC) is the major tool that BMS has to assist in the redesign of each phase
of a product's life. "PLC is a cross-functional, multi disciplinary review utilized by product team
members to continuously improve the EHS performance of a product
and associated processes
throughout each phase of the product's
life."19
BMS's goal was to complete PLC reviews for all
major product lines and incorporate PLC criteria into new product development by the end of
1997.20
BMS has attained the goal of completing PLC reviews for all major existing product
lines. However, implementing criteria for designing new product development has
proven more
difficult then expected. The new goal is to "incorporate PLC into the product development
process for each division by the year
2000."
Product Life Cycle (PLC) is the cornerstone ofBMS
prevention-based EHS activities. Product
Life Cycle is also a powerful tool in identifying new opportunities throughout the manufacturing
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process and products life cycle. The boundaries ofPLC are defined as the material entering the
gate (cradle) to what is left of the product used up
(grave).22
As a general rule, the energy
consumed for transportation is not accounted for, although exceptions can be made. For
example, BMS has goods being shipped from Puerto Rico toMontreal and the transportation
costs from a PLC point ofview are
considered.23
The driver for initiating PLC was a realization that there was an opportunity to improve. At first
PLC was introduced as a pollution prevention measure and has grown from there. ERM, a
consulting firm, was hired to build the framework. The champion ofPLC, Corporate Assurance
Services (CAS) Senior Manager, Jerry Schinaman, and the ERM consultant initiated the first
PLC review. Eventually, the different business functions took responsibility for conducting their
own reviews.
In implementing a PLC review, each stage of the product's life is analyzed for its inputs and
outputs.26
The eight stages determined by BMS include: research and development; marketing;
manufacturing; packaging; sales, distribution, and transportation; consumer use; and final
disposal.27
(Figure 6.15) Experts from each of the eight stages form a PLC review team. The
time line spans approximately four to six months. The team is educated
in the EHS goals and the
role of PLC review and they examine ways to reduce impacts. "Based on
several criteria (e.g.
ease of implementation, costs and savings, and avoided EHS impacts), the team collectively
decides which improvements are to be recommended to
management."28
PLC reviews result in
direct action 50% of the
time.29
One-half of the $7 million of savings identified has been
30
captured as of early 1999.
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Figure 6.15 Bristol-Myers Squibb's Product Life Cycle Stages
Manufacturing. Adding a
recirculation line to its steam
injection system saves Mead
Johnson 4,000 gallons of
water per day
Packaging. Redesigning the bottles for
Matrix Essentials enables the division to use 25
percent post-consumer recycled plastic in the
packaging, or an estimated 150,000 pounds of




provides marketing with the
opportunity to meet
customer requirements and
saves 20.8 tones ofmaterial
annually forthe San Angel
Mexico facility.
Research and Development
Reducing the emulsifieis in Keri
Lotion andMoisturel eliminates
30,000 pounds ofraw material








shrink wrap instead of cardboard
packaging for shipment
eliminates 100 tons ofpaper and




Reducing the sizes of
bottles, labels, and shipping
cartons for drug samples
saves resources and
responds to customer needs
at Bristol-Myers Squibb de
Mexico.
Final Disposition. Switching resins
for the 2oz. Ken Lotion andMoisturel
bottles reduces plastic use by 153,000
pounds annually and substitutes a resin that
is easier to recycle and better accepted by
community recycling programs
Source: Report on Environmental Health and Safety Progress. (1997, May). [Online], 33.
Available: www.bms.com/EHS [1999, June 16],p. 9.
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The biggest benefit ofPLC is getting the cross-functional teams involved, and seeing how their
functions can have an impact on
EHS.24
Additional benefits include reduced costs, more
efficient processes, less expensive products and less regulatory
oversight.25
The results of PLC
reviews are shared on the Best Practices Database.
One of the difficulties BMS runs into when using PLC is product regulation by the Federal Drug
Administration (FDA). Changes cannot be made to FDA-approved products without submitting
more paper work. Therefore, BMS considers EHS changes to these products only when the
processes have to be updated for other
reasons.31
In defining their system boundaries as they did, BMS has found no negatives in their approach to
PLC
reviews.32
BMS recognizes that by defining the PLC boundaries further upstream, to
include raw materials acquisition (as is evaluated by the MBDC design protocol), it becomes
harder to define EHS impacts and PLC cost becomes more of an
issue.33
One of the divisions ofBMS, Mead Johnson Nutritionals (MJN) has developed an intranet-based
PLC tool to help facilitate PLC review. The tool provides questions, for each expert of the eight
stages, to answer to help identify areas of improvement. The tool will help each product
development team to design the product with minimal environmental health and safety
repercussions.
Another tool that BMS is experimenting with is a joint project with the Environmental Defense
Fund and The Pew Charitable
Trusts.34
The beauty division ofBMS (Clairol) is testing a design
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for environment software tool. The tool is named MERGE. Currently MERGE is being used to
provide data for product and packaging designers. IfMERGE proves successful in its pilot tests,
MERGE could be integrated into new product
development.35
MERGE could further help
redesign industrial processes and products to support strategies and tools of the Next Industrial
Revolution.
E. ISO 14001
BMS has nine ISO 14001 certified manufacturing and research facilities, with seven more
facilities preparing for certification. Because BMS is a diversified, decentralized company, each
operating site makes the decision on whether or not to become certified. In 1998, BMS sent a
letter to all their major suppliers encouraging certification. BMS has also offered their expertise
to their suppliers in achieving certification.
In 1999, Compliance Assurance Services (CAS), BMS corporate EHS staff, became ISO 9002
certified. ISO 9002 is the quality management system standard, counterpart to the environmental
standard. To the best of BMS's knowledge, they are the first corporate EHS staff to obtain
certification. The effort that BMS has demonstrated in becoming ISO certified proves their
commitment to a sound framework.
BMS believes that ISO 14001 enables them to demonstrate the integrity of their EHS
management
system.17
In comparing their EHS management
system to ISO 14001 and making
adjustments to their system, BMS has declared that they are "one of the first companies
in the
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world to self-declare that our companywide EHS management system meets or exceeds the
requirements of ISO 14001.
"18
4. Conclusion
BMS's path to sustainable development is one of evolution not revolution. In the late 1980s and
early 1990s BMS made a commitment to change from their current strategy of compliance to
integrating EHS into everyday business decisions. Since then BMS has been building off that
initial decision to move forward, and evolving their stance on sustainability. Currently, BMS
keeps their eyes and ears open to opportunities that will align their practices with sustainability.
BMS does this through active dialogue with stakeholder groups and actively benchmarking
leadership companies and practices to help them move themselves
forward.36
One of the obstacles that BMS has identified in pursuing sustainable development is that
traditional economic dollar values, used by BMS and many companies as a growth indicator, are
not aligned with the triple bottom line that supports sustainable development. Therefore, as long
as the numbers do not support sustainable development from an economic point of view, it is a
leap of faith to continue on in this direction, especially since there is no evidence that supports
consumers paying more for environmental benefits.
Because BMS's business is manufacturing products that provide health benefits to their
stakeholders, I believe this gives BMS some
room for leniency in applying the strategies and the
tool of the Next Industrial Revolution. BMS is heavily regulated by the Federal Drug
Administration (FDA). It is very difficult to change those rules
and regulations. I believe that
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there will be less pressure for a company like BMS to subscribe to ideas like the Next Industrial
Revolution than a company that provides luxuries rather than necessities.
C. Nike





and has more than 500 contract factories around the world in 45
countries.3
Nike's motto "Just do
it"
refers to more than just athletics, it also refers to their
position on becoming a leader in sustainable development.
1. Path Towards Sustainability
Their trademark symbol (swoosh) and the motto "Just do
it"
are synonymous with Nike.
Unfortunately, recent problems regarding working conditions in Asian factories are another
stigma Nike is being associated with. In 1997, Nike's image was badly hurt by reports of unsafe
and poor working conditions in the Asian factories where many of their products are made. The
public image nightmare affected Nike greatly. In 1998, demand for the products diminished,
sales slowed, stock prices dropped from $66.50 per share to $47.44 in a year, and 1,600
employees were laid
off4
Phil Knight, founder and CEO of Nike, denied a link between
declining sales and their tarnished public image by stating, "I truthfully don't think that there has
been a material impact on Nike sales by human rights
attacks."5
Whatever the corporate line
might have been, I think it is safe to say that the problems with the Asian factories did affect how
Nike proceeded from here on out.
Nike's commitment to the environment is relatively young. The Nike Environmental Action
Team (N.E.A.T.) was established in 1993, to direct and
coordinate Nike's global environmental
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programs. InMay of 1998, in defendingNike's record and responding to public cries of injustice
regarding unacceptable working conditions, Phil Knight, announced initiatives to institute
several changes. Along with addressing the issues of better working conditions in Asian
factories, the May 1998 agenda included a three-part commitment to environmental, health and
safety and sustainable
design.6
The three-part commitment to environment, health and safety
includes the adoption of sustainable business practices, accelerating conversion of
petroleum-
based solvents to water and detergent based substitutes, and all footwear factories adopting a
functioning EH&S management system by June 2001.
7
In September of 1998, Phil Knight
addressed all Nike employees, worldwide, on the new vision and commitment to sustainable
development. In its new environmental mission (Appendix B), Nike is "committed to securing
intergenerational quality of life, restoring the environment and increasing value of customers,
shareholders and business
partners."8
Nike's improved corporate environmental policy, Policy
Assuring a Cleaner Environment (P.A.C.E.), is based on the four system conditions of The
Natural Step and covers three aspects: product stewardship, supply chain responsibility
and
operational stewardship. Nike believes that by becoming a sustainable business they will
increase innovation, efficiency, profitability and competitive
advantage.9
The new policy was
launched with an employee volunteer day and a rally. The speech and rally helped give the new
vision and mission the visibility and support
from top management that is needed to be
successful.
a. Commitment One
- Sustainable Business Practices
The first part ofNike's new commitment is the
adoption of sustainable business practices. Nike
realized that the processes that has made them a
leader and top performer in their industry follow
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the linear model, exposing society and the environment to detrimental impacts. Nike's new
commitment to sustainable development has refocused Nike's bottom line to include the triple
bottom line (environmental, economic and social).
In 1994, the Global Director ofN.E.A.T., Sarah Severn, was introduced to the framework ofThe
Natural Step through an article featuring Paul
Hawken.10
Since then, Nike has adopted The
Natural Step framework as their approach to sustainability. In 1998, McDonough Braungart
Design Chemistry (MBDC) was enlisted to assist Nike in the redesign of products and processes
to design sustainable
products.11
Nike's eco-strategy goes beyond reducing the impact on the environment. Nike's plan is to lead
the way to an ecologically sound economy. Nike intends to
accomplish this by adopting
practices in all Nike products, packaging and related operations, that align the
business cycle
with natural cycles, creating cyclical cycles rather than the
traditional linear cycles. This will
help to close the loop on manufacturing, resulting in zero waste and reusing precious
natural
resources. MBDC is helpingNike incorporate their design protocol to develop products that
will
help meet strict environmental criteria while still maintaining
Nike's standards for durability,
performance and A number of sustainable design initiatives are
underway. The
ultimate goal in designing sustainable products is the
production of footwear that creates almost
no waste in the manufacturing
process.13




Packaging is fundamental to business at Nike. More than 3,000 products must be shipped in
good condition to customers around the
world.14
Proper packaging is necessary to protect the
product from damage. There is a fine line between sufficient packaging to protect the product
from damage and excess packaging that uses more resources and creates more waste.
In 1995, Nike started to tackle the packaging issue. Nike redesigned the boxes used to carry
Nike products from the original eighteen box styles to one eco-friendly
style.15
The boxes that
carry Nike products, sneakers to sunglasses, use the same design. The new box style uses a
folded design that has eliminated heavy metal inks and glues, saved Nike 8,000 tons of raw
material fiber per year, and uses 100% post-consumer recycled
material.16
Not only has Nike redesigned the boxes, but also the recycled raw material for the boxes is
processed in a paper mill that operates in a closed-loop
system.17
That means that no pollution is
emitted during the milling process. Furthermore, in May of 1998, Nike introduced technology to
produce boxes that are 10% lighter at the same
strength.18
This creates additional savings of
4,000 tons of raw fiber material a
year.19
Additionally, Nike is currently running a pilot program to determine the feasibility of reusing the
outer cartons for repackaging. Due to new technology that has created a stronger wallboard, the
sides don't crush or damage as easily, making them more reusable. Nike believes that by reusing
just 10% of the cartons it could save thousands ofdollars in just the first year.
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/'/. Reuse a shoe
It is safe to say that most people in the world own a pair of sneakers. What happens to those old
shoes once the consumer is done with them? Nike has an exciting program that gives life to
those old, run down, smelly sneakers. Reuse-A-Shoe is Nike's alternative to a landfill. The
Reuse-A-Shoe program collects and downcycles used sneakers. Nike has established shoe
collection programs across the nation in major cities (Appendix C) and is continually expanding
the program to make it available to more people across the nation. Once the sneakers have been
collected, Nike grinds them up and separates the component materials. This is called Nike
Grind. The results are three different types of ground raw material, outsole rubber, midsole
foam, and upper
fluff.20
Nike has obtained partnerships with three sports surfacing companies
that use the outsole rubber and midsole foam to create high performance running tracks, courts,
gym floors, soccer fields and
playgrounds.21
The upper fluff is generated into padding that is
placed under carpets. Currently, Reuse-A-Shoe has kept more than 7.5 million shoes out of the
landfill.22
Through this program, Nike donates playgrounds, soccer fields, basketball courts and
running tracks to different communities around the world. The licensing agreement between the
three sports surfacing companies generates income for the sports surface donation program.
One of Nike partnerships is with a company called FieldTurf. FieldTurf, a division of Syn
TenniCo, creates synthetic turf fields, which simulate real grass fields. Advantages of the
FieldTurf are that it is suitable indoors or outdoors, it is highly porous which creates good
drainage, involves no watering or pesticides which makes it longer lasting and lower
maintenance.24
The Nebraska Huskers were the first Division One University to install FieldTurf
and so far the response has been positive. Free safety Clint Finley commented that "you come
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out here, and it's got a great give to it. It is not so jolting whenever you make a cut, like
(Astro)Turf. Yet, it's got a lot better footing than natural
grass."25
In addition, the University of
Nebraska has seen fewer injuries compared to previous years.
The goal ofReuse-A-Shoe program is to "close the loop on our product
lifecycles."26
Nike's goal
is to create new products out of the used shoes. Nike currently has a project to develop an
athletic shoe that can ultimately be disassembled and reused.
iii. Nike ReGrind
The largest part of Nike's solid waste in manufacturing processes is the result of the rubber
overflow from creating the outsoles of the sneaker. This overflow is called flashing. Flashing
creates a several million pounds of wasted rubber a year, from thousands of molds producing
over a million outsoles a day in approximately over 40
factories.27
The Nike Chemistry Lab
solved the problem when they patented a technology that grates flashing into a 500 micron
powder.28
The powderwhat Nike calls Nike ReGrind, is then added back into the rubber mixture
needed for the outsole mold. Nike ReGrind contributes to the closed loop process. It takes the
waste of one process and puts it back into the technical cycle to be reused again and again. The
benefits of Nike ReGrind are not only environmental, but also contribute to the overall
performance of the product. Nike ReGrind "reduces the amount ofwaste to the landfill by 40%,
and has better abrasion, resistance, durability and overall performance than the highest premium
rubber."29
iv. Organic cotton
Nike determined that conventional cotton agriculture is not sustainable. Conventional methods
ofgrowing cotton require a third of a
pound of chemical pesticides and fertilizers for one cotton
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t-shirt. The problem with chemical pesticides and fertilizers is that they created health
exposure risks for farm workers, and contaminate soil and groundwater. Pesticide exposures
have been linked to birth defects, cancer and other
illnesses.31
Furthermore, when insects
become resistant to pesticides, stronger doses must be used.
The organic cotton industry has gotten off to a slow start. When it was first introduced in the
early 1990's, companies like Levi Strauss came out with organic cotton pants costing $50 - $60
dollars, and consumers
balked.32
The industry is now seeing some hope as many of the large
apparel makers including Patagonia, Levi Strauss, Nike and the Gap, have started blending
organic cottonwith conventional
cotton.33
Nike looked into organic cotton as an alternative to conventional cotton fiber. Organic cotton
uses beneficial insects, crop rotation and healthy plants34, with no pesticides or fertilizers.
However, if Nike was to convert totally to organic cotton, the demand for the organic cotton
would exceed the supply. Also, Nike does not want to be the only buyer because it is not good
for the organic cotton producers. Today, the cost of producing a 100% organic cotton t-shirt is
higher than the price of a t-shirt produce by conventional methods, and it is unlikely that people
will pay the higher price. Therefore, Nike sees their goal as not only moving towards more
sustainable practices, in using organic cotton, but supporting the viability of the organic cotton
industry.35
Nike's solution was blending. Nike blends all organic fiber with conventional cotton. In 1998,
Nike produced 30 million t-shirts using a 3 percent blend of organic
cotton.36
In 1999, Nike will
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have purchased 750,000 pounds of organic
cotton.37
One million t-shirts, at that percent of
blending, saves 9,000 pounds of agricultural
chemicals.38
This example shows how Nike tries to
balance the triple bottom line, between what is environmentally, economically and socially right
for the company. Nike couldn't justify 100% organic t-shirts because the economic conditions
were not right; it would cause financial hardship for the company and the struggling organic
cotton market. Therefore, Nike came up with a solution that would best benefit the triple bottom
line.
b. Commitment Two - Eco-Efficiency
Nike became convinced that pollution is not a mandatory outcome of manufacturing, it is an
outcome ofbad design. This type of proactive thinking has lead them to reduce or eliminate the
output before it happens. Nike's goal is to decrease the amount ofnatural resources they rely on,
conserve energy and use fewer toxic materials without sacrificing
quality.39
Nike is striving for
a manufacturing system that is 100% efficient that produces zero
waste. This led Nike to look at
their products, processes, and the materials they were using and emitting.
As a result, Nike has
chosen to accelerate conversion from petroleum-based solvents to water and detergent-based
substitutes.
/'. Hazardous chemical reduction
Nike looked into the assembly of their shoes. Shoes are
made with adhesives. The traditional
adhesives that Nike was using contained
petroleum-based solvents. These petroleum-based
solvents are air pollutants, which
contribute to photochemical smog and pose health and safety
hazards to employees and the community.
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New technology was developed that eliminated the petroleum-based solvent and replaced it with
a water-based technology. This new technology can be used in place of adhesives, primers,
degreasers, and mold release
agents.40
Water-based cements are now used in Nike shoes over
ninety percent of the
time.41
In conjunction with these efforts Nike has reduced the amount of
solvents used each year by more than 1.3 million gallons, which is equivalent to more than
30,000 barrels of
oil.42
This initiative is estimated to have saved $4.5 million in raw material
cost savings, not including savings related to labor, storage and
shipping.43
In addition to cost
savings, the benefits of the water-based technology include better air quality, more efficient
production, safer working conditions and an improved triple bottom
line.44
By 2001, Nike's goal
is to reduce petroleum-based solvents in all factories by ninety
percent45
with the ultimate goal of
100% elimination of these
solvents.46
Nike did a review of all the chemicals that they use in the manufacturing of their footwear and
apparel. Based on the criteria ofNike's environmental policy, Nike committed to phasing out the
use of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) in their products. Nike consulted scientific information,
consultants, industry sources, governmental agencies, and independent monitoring groups on
making the decision to phase out
PVC.47
Nike's conclusion from their research was that PVC
"may pose a risk of harm to living systems, particularly if it is manufactured or disposed of
improperly."48
Therefore, Nike is searching for alternatives to PVC that meet the commitment of
sustainable development. The phase out of PVC began August 1, 1999, and will continue to
grow as new alternatives are incorporated into the design.
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With PVC being the object of a Greenpeace campaign, some PVC manufacturers have accused
Nike ofgiving in to public pressure. Nike's response is "if you're gonna get basted anyway, why
not for actions that are
pro-sustainability?"49
ii. AdditionalEHSgoals
Additional EHS goals were initiated to protect the worker from exposure to harmful fumes.
Nike's goal was to be compliant with the permissible exposure limits (PELs) prescribed by
OSHA. Eliminating many of the chemicals that workers were exposed to has helped to realize
the goal. However, one of the Asian factories, Tae Kwang Vina, a Korean owned and operated
footwear manufacturer, went even further in re-engineering the ventilation system. New
equipment and ducting was installed to improve air quality. Also, the screen-printing facility
was re-engineered no less than three times in six months to prove that worker protection met or
exceeded the US
standards.50
Naturally occurring metals such as lead and cadmium which can
be harmful to the natural and human systems have also started to be redesigned out ofproducts.
c. Commitment Three - MESH Management System
The final initiative of the new commitment to environmental, health and safety and sustainable
design is requiring all footwear factories to adopt a Management-Environment-Safety-Health
(MESH) management system to ensure compliance with corporate policy and international
standards. Nike's goal is that every footwear factory has a functioning EHS management system
by June 2001.
Nike has specialists working with their business partners to help them improve their processes
and pollution prevention measures. Nike considers every member of their supply chain, from
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suppliers to factories to distributors to retailers, as their business partner. MESH is used as a
driver for continual improvement, common understanding and common
measurements.51
MESH
is a way thatNike can link all their initiatives together and create a big picture for all ofNike and
their business partners to see and understand.
Using ISO 14001 as the framework, Nike went beyond ISO requirements and created a system
that met the diverse needs of all their business
partners.52
MESH includes health and safety
metrics and a Nike management system. MESH was rolled out in a series of nine two-day
workshops in four different countries. The goal of MESH was to make sure that it was
implemented to obtain maximum value in the most cost-effective manner.
A year after implementation, progress has been made. Factories in China and Vietnam are more
than 50 percent complete in implementing MESH, and Indonesia and Korea are well on their
way. Benefits of the workshops and implementing MESH are the sharing of information,
development of new relationships, "economic benefits from increased efficiency, competitive
advantage through innovation, improved product quality, consistent corporate environmental
goals and improved
reputation."54
Implementation has been complicated by language barriers.
Six languages, including English, are used by Nike and its business partners. To make it easier,
Nike has provided translations ofdocuments into five different languages.
Just within the first yearNike has realized some of the benefits ofMESH. Nike has standardized
its systems to allow concerns and shared information to be easily communicated. Business
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partners are being educated on sustainable practices, giving them the ability to make decisions
that are pro-sustainability.
2. Beyond Products and Processes
The commitments that Nike has made to become a sustainable enterprise have given the
employees a sense of doing well by doing good. Happy employees in a good working
environment means more productivity, lower absenteeism, and benefits to the triple bottom line.
Nike's commitment to sustainability goes above and beyond products and processes. William
McDonough designed Nike's European Headquarters, located in the Netherlands. McDonough
used his Design Protocol to design the building. McDonough "maximized the use of fresh air
and natural light and heat sources for improved energy
efficiency."55
In addition, building
materials were carefully selected. The Forestry Stewardship Council certified the wood, and the
window frames were selected based on their long-term durability and the fact that they were
recycled aluminum. Other considerations included rooftop cisterns to collect rainwater to be
pumped back in to plumbing and irrigation systems, geothermal energy for the heating and
cooling systems, and use ofNike Grind in the
construction of the basketball and tennis courts.
Nike European Headquarters provides a healthy, efficient, and fun place to work that benefits
employees, the environment and the triple
bottom line.
Nike encourages employees to leave their cars at home and provides incentives to employees
who do. The program is called TRAC, Traveling Responsibly via Alternative Commuting.
Employees taking alternative means to
work are eligible for a drawing that will award them
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prizes such as vacation packages, gift certificates, airline tickets, etc. Nike helps find employees
the best bicycle route to work and then provides safe, secure places for them to store their bikes.
The best parking spots are also reserved for car-poolers. In addition at Nike World Headquarters
in Oregon, Nike helps employees stay onsite during the day by providing services such as dry
cleaning, beauty salon, ATM machine, catering, dining facilities and a full service sports and
fitness
center.57
Nike goes outside the organization in their program Air to Earth. This program is focused at
educating grade school children by providing information on what the larger environmental
picture is and what their role is in it. This program is already being used by 416 teachers in 622
classes around the country educating children on the life cycle of a
shoe.58
3. Conclusion
Nike's path to sustainable development is one of revolution. Nike had been vulnerable due to
negative press, declining sales, and a tarnished reputation as a result of exposed working
conditions in their Asian factories. In addressing these issues, Nike recommitted to new
visionary approaches. In working to change the working conditions of their employees, Nike
went a step further to lessen their impact on the natural world. Not only was Nike going to try
and create a better, healthier working environment, but a better, healthier planet. Nike believed
that they were doing the right thing for the human and natural environment, and the right thing
for the bottom line.
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Nike has refocused their commitment to environmental, health and safety and sustainability by
working with the framework of The Natural Step and the sustainable product design ideas of
MBDC. While many leaders in EHS are struggling with defining what sustainable development
means to their company, Nike has risen to the forefront and shown the way for other to follow.
Nike is taking responsibility for the impacts of their actions on the human and natural
environment.
Nike is creating the right work culture to foster a sustainable enterprise. Nike has the visible
CEO support that is necessary for successful implementation. Additionally, Nike provides
ongoing education to employees and business partners, to foster shared knowledge and improved
innovation and understanding.
Nike's commitment to environment health and safety and sustainable product design is relatively
young. There is little evidence of traditional EHS tools (compliance programs, auditing,
corporate environmental reporting, traditional performance measures). Nike is setting their
sights on the goal of the future, without many of the traditional systems in place to support their
efforts.
D. Interface




Interface, Inc. is a global, publicly-held company. Interface's
annual sales approach $1.3 billion,
making them the world's largest
commercial carpet manufacturer. Headquartered in Atlanta,
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Georgia, Interface operates 33 manufacturing sites located in the United States, Canada, the
United Kingdom, the Netherlands, N. Ireland, Australia and Thailand, and sells to more than 1 10
countries around the world. Interface produces commercial broadloom carpet, textiles,
chemicals, and architectural
products.3
Interface's products are typically used in office,
government, commercial and health care facilities. For the second year in a row, Fortune





1. Path Towards Sustainability
In 1994, faced with addressing a task force designed to review Interface's environmental
position, Ray Anderson needed to articulate an environmental vision for his company (Appendix
B). Up until that point, there was no real environmental vision except to comply with applicable
rules and regulations. As the looming task lay ahead of creating an environmental vision,
Anderson read Paul Hawken's book, The Ecology ofCommerce. This book changed the course
of Anderson's and his company's life. Paul Hawken's book describes the problems faced by
society, the global economy and the planet, and outlines a vision of sustainable development.
Before he finished the book, Ray Anderson had the vision he was looking for, not just for the
speech, but for Interface. According to Ray Anderson, "Hawken's message was a spear in my
chest that is still
there."5
Anderson's vision, for Interface, was to "never have to take another
drop ofoil from the Earth for our products or industrial
processes."6
Another factor to Ray Anderson's monumental change in attitude, was that at the age of 60 he
was starting to think of the type
of legacy he and Interface will leave behind. The facts are this:
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Interface is a petroleum dependent company, it uses 500 million pounds of raw material each
year, emits more than 900 tons of air pollutants, 600 million gallons of wastewater and 10,000







In Anderson's attempt to refocus Interface's environmental vision and with his "struggle to regain
lost market share and shore up his company's sagging stock
price",9
he dedicated Interface to
becoming the first sustainable and restorative enterprise. Interface defines sustainability in three
parts:
"Sustainability is a way of living and working to meet current needs without depriving
future generations of the means to meet their needs.
Sustainability is being fully aware of how something got here, how long it will be useful,
and what happens to it later.
Sustainability is managing human and natural capital with the same vigor we apply to
financial
capital."10
Restorative is defined as putting back more than what is taken, and adding value by doing more
good rather than just doing no harm. Interface defines restorative as first becoming sustainable
and then helping or influencing others towards being
sustainable.11
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3. From Evolution to Revolution
Ray Anderson started Interface towards the Next Industrial Revolution. Interface views the Next
Industrial Revolution as a "momentous shift in how we see the world, how we operate within it,
what systems will prevail and which will
not."12
Interface will become the model for a
sustainable and restorative enterprise for other companies to follow. Since, Interface has taken
the lead in sustainable practices; the carpet industry has to look into sustainability just to stay
competitive.13
Interface has made a choice to move away from the traditional thinking ofbusiness that operates
under the thinking of linear systems. Interface has realized that the cost to the environment and
society is too high for them to continue on that path. Interface has chosen a new, uncharted path.
The path Interface has chosen values the natural and human environment. Their goal is to create
a "Prototypical Company of the
21st
Century simultaneously on seven
fronts"
(seven faces of the
mountain).14
Interface believes that by adopting new technologies that use the model of nature,
they can create a new company for the
21st
Century. Interface now "evaluates everything
according to 'nature's
way'."15
Each of the seven fronts ("five areas of new technologies, sensitized people and reinvented
commerce"16) addresses one or more aspects of the framework Interface has laid out to reach
their goal from the redesign of industry to The Natural Step. Table 6.16 gives a description of
each of the seven fronts, which framework the front supports, and an explanation of what it is
and how Interface has decided to accomplish reaching that front. Hundreds ofprojects and
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technologies are being worked on across the globe to address these seven fronts, to reach the
summit of the mountain Interface is
climbing.17
Interface is confident that they have found the
way to reach the summit and the goal of sustainability.
a. Model for Success
Interface has a crucial advantage in their quest ofbecoming a sustainable, restorative enterprise:
the founder and CEO Ray Anderson is the person who is championing the crusade. Ray
Anderson has reformed the vision of his company to include the goal of becoming a sustainable
and restorative enterprise. Anderson still remains very hands-on with the direction of his
company regarding issues of
sustainability.18
Sustainability is an issue that has the backing and
endorsement of the company's top official officer, this proves a motivating factor in getting
support throughout the company.
Interface knows they are entering uncharted territories with the path they have chosen, therefore
they have asked some of the world's leading authorities to guide them in their journey. This
panel of experts is known as the "Dream Team". "Dream
Team"
members include: Paul
Hawken, William McDonough, Amory Lovins, Hunter Lovins, Daniel Quinn, John Picard,
David Brower, Bill Browning, Jonathan Porritt, Dr. Karl-Henrik Robert andWalter Stahel. The
ideas and guidance of the "Dream
Team"
has helped create the framework and tools that
19
Interface uses as their guide on their journey.
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b. Framework
i. Re-Design ofoperations, processes andproducts
The familiar strategy of reduce, reuse, recycle was implemented with the addition of one
important concept - redesign. Interface has internalized the teachings ofMBDC and adopted the
principles and teachings into their framework. Interface realizes the need for the redesign of
business operations, processes and products away from linear to cyclical systems.
Interface has acknowledged that their technologies of the future will need to be designed to
accomplish closed-looped manufacturing, greater resource efficiency, zero waste to landfill,
dematerialization, and no harmful emissions. For example, in order to adhere to the principle,
Waste Equals
Food
that drives the McDonough Braungart Sustainable Design
Protocol
,
Interface must redesign their processes to enter back into the technical or biological metabolism.
For a company that relies so heavily on petrochemicals and man-made raw materials, Interface
must design products and processes that enter back into the technical metabolism. Secondly,
Interface believes that these operations will need to be run by renewable energy, saving even
more raw materials (fossil fuels).
The new mindset of the redesign of products and processes is "beginning to permeate everything
we (Interface)
do."21
The company has introduced products
such as Terratex, which is made
from 100% waste material, mostly recycled soda bottles22, and Solenium, Interface's first
major
product developed in accordance with their sustainability mission. Additionally, at one of
Interface's plants 6% of the plants power is provided by the sun, and other plants are also
incorporating solar In closing the
product loop, Interface has reclaimed almost 4
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million pounds of carpet in 1998 through their ReEntry
program.24
Interface is committed to not
allow carpet to end up in landfills, even if it is not an Interface brand.
ii. Redesign ofCommerce
Anderson, and therefore Interface, believes that in the Next Industrial Revolution a redesign of
commerce must also take place, one that values natural capital. Interface views Natural
Capitalism as a tool of the Next Industrial
Revolution.25
Interface recognized the task at hand in
trying to redesign commerce. Interface believes in the model that is presented in Paul Hawken,
Amory and Hunter
Lovins'
book, Natural Capitalism. Interface's efforts to redesign using the
model of nature address the first two strategies of Natural Capitalism: dramatically increase
productivity ofnatural resources, and redesign according to biological models. Interface has also
addressed the third and fourth strategies ofNatural Capitalism, change the business model, and
invest in natural capital.
Interface has changed the way they do business. The company is moving away from the
traditional manufacturing business to provide services for their
customers. This shift in the
business model is being accomplished through providing services to their customers such as
leasing, reclamation, installation, maintenance and furniture handling. Providing services allows
the customer to retain the function of the product without having to deal with the ownership
responsibilities. Providing services allows Interface to form
cradle-to-cradle relationships, which
allows Interface to recover materials to be placed back into the closed-loop system.
"In 1995, Interface created the Resource Americas
network of owned and affiliated solution
providers."26
Resource Americas is responsible for the delivery of product and service to the
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customer, and has grown from a few dozen to more than 140 locations around the
country.27
Ken
Reisler, President ofRe:Source Texas states,
"Our product has no value to the customer until it's installed, and will hold its value
only if it's maintained properly. We know our product, we know how to install
it correctly, and we know how to maintain it. That's single-source
accountability."28
The fourth strategy ofNatural Capitalism is to reinvest in natural capital. Interface believes that
they must reinvest in natural capital because society can not continue to consume without
expecting to see negative impacts from declining natural capital. Interface is a global company
that requires a great deal of communication between Interface units and customers. Although
Interface encourages and provides for teleconferencing and video conferencing, there is still
much need for air travel. Interface has begun to reinvest in natural capital by signing up with the
Trees for Travel program. According to Interface, "one tree should be planted for every 4,000
passenger miles traveled (on a
airplane)."29
The Trees for Travel program plants trees in the
rainforest, with the idea that the trees absorb the carbon dioxide emitted from Interface's air
travel.
The long-term goal for Interface is to see the tax laws shift from taxing the good (income and
capital) to taxing the bad (pollution, waste, and emissions). Then change
can really take place
and the redesign of commerce could truly be realized. Interface believes that such changes will
truly set them apart as a sustainable and restorative enterprise.
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Hi. The Natural Step
Interface was first introduced to the idea of The Natural Step by Dream Team member Paul
Hawken.30
Representatives from Interface then went to Sweden to meet and bring back to
Atlanta, Dr. Karl-Henrik
Robert.31
Interface was the first United States company to sign on to
TheNatural Step.
The Natural Step is helping propel Interface into the Next Industrial Revolution. The Natural
Step is a tool in helping Interface move forward in their goal of sustainability and restorative
enterprise.32
Interface believes that it is important to understand "the basic laws of nature and
how they will affect the
future."33
Interface has adopted The Natural Step as their compass and
framework for defining what sustainability is. The Natural Step will be the driver in changing the
work environment to allow for changes for Interface to obtain their goal of sustainability.
According to Anderson, in the thousands of little things being done, "The Natural Step is helping
provide what we have termed the "sensitivity
hook-up"
among our people, our communities, our
customers, and our
suppliers."34
Interface uses The Natural Step as its scientific platform of
knowledge to educate their employees, customers and suppliers to be able to understand what
sustainability means to Interface, and the Earth. Interface's commitment is to
educate all their
employees in the principles ofThe Natural Step.
c. Results
Interface has been successful in realizing the goals of the Next Industrial Revolution. Interface
has installed a framework of design principles and scientific principles to guide the company
towards sustainability. The Interface model, the seven fronts, is the path that Interface has
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The Prototypical Company will be "sustainable and just, giving social equity its appropriate
priority, and creating sustainable prosperity, and example for all, this company is doing well
(very well) by doing
good."36
Interface is counting on traditional linear systems not being
prosperous in the future. Companies dependent on Earth's natural resources will not only be
unsustainable, but also unsuccessful.
As a result of these efforts, Interface calculates that they have realized their first $200 million
dollars of sustainable business (Figure 6.18). Interface identifies these contributing factors as "a
strong shift to service through downstream distribution, waste reduction through QUEST,
product redesign to require less throughput, higher prices for our products, and various other
product mix
factors."37
Practices LEading Toward SUStainability (PLETSUS) is a list that
demonstrates the approaches Interface is taking in their waste reduction efforts through QUEST
(Appendix D). The issue of sustainability is infiltrating the way Interface thinks about business
and designs their products and processes. The harder task is to have supplier and customers
change with you, and that limits what Interface can
do.38
As it is with many new, ideological
ideas, Interface has encountered much misgiving and misunderstanding regarding the ideas of
the Next Industrial Revolution and The Natural
Step.39
As Interface continues their climb and
proves that there is success to be had with sustainable business the misgivings and
misunderstandingwill diminish.
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Figure 6.17 Interface's Prototypical Company of the
21st
Century
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Figure 6.18 - Interface's Sustainable Sales
Total Sales vs. Sustainable Sales
total sales in millions of dollars
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Source: Anderson, Ray, C. (1998). Mid-Course Correction. Atlanta, Georgia:
Peregrinzilla Press, p. 129.
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Interface is starting to also focus on social responsibility aspects and what it means to their
employees. The question Interface is asking is what other aspects can they add that will
enhance the happiness of their employee (childcare, flexible hours, other wellness issues or cross
training issues). Interface believes that the happiness of the employee will also mean positive
benefits for them, increased productivity, less loss time, less sick days etc.
E. Conclusion





All four casestudies have realized the close link between the environment and business. Each is
committed to the triple bottom line. These four companies are aware of, and embracing, their
role in creating sustainable development. All four casestudy companies have invested a lot of
human and financial capital into their EHS/sustainability programs, with the expectation that the
challenges they are facing now will secure competitive and economic gains. Each of the four
casestudies has a reputation as being a leadership company for their EHS and/or sustainability
programs. All four companies have strong, visible CEO support.
Although each company presented in the casestudies
represents a different industry, there are
similarities among them in the growth
of their EHS and/or sustainability programs. There was a
triggering event that each company had to face
that focused or re-focused the business on EHS
and/or sustainability issues. Xerox
and BMS's efforts in EHS issues were refocused. Xerox's
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wake up call came at the expense of the health of some of the company's Salt Road neighbors.
BMS found themselves refocusing their EHS efforts after the costly violation of the Clean Water
Act. On the other hand, Nike and Interface were faced with focusing on EHS and sustainability
issues that for the first time went beyond compliance. Nike focused on sustainability and other
EHS issues after Nike's image was badly hurt by reports of working conditions in their Asian
factories. Interface's focus on sustainability began with Ray Anderson's struggle to deliver the
company's environmental vision and review their environmental position.
The toolkit that each of the companies implement are very similar, although the reach of the
tools varies. ISO 14001, eco-efficiency and DFE are all elements, in some degree, in each of the
casestudy companies.
A. ISO 14001
Xerox has completed registration of their entire major manufacturing and logistic facilities to
ISO 14001. Xerox sees this tool as a guide and structure for managing their EHS programs.
Bristol-Myers Squibb has certified nine manufacturing and research facilities with ISO 14001,
with seven more facilities making preparations for certification.
Because BMS is a diversified,
decentralized company, the decision to certify is the decision of
each operating site. Interface
uses ISO 14001 as a minimum standard for all factories that will help track their progress. Nike
on the other hand, has used ISO 14001 in a different
manner. Nike chose ISO 14001 as a
management framework starting point, which they adapted




Xerox's commitment to waste-free products, waste-free plants and waste-free offices is their
commitment to eco-efficiency. Their initiatives have provided Xerox with a win-win-win
situation:
"win for the customer (increased savings by increased efficiency, and lowering
environmental impact)
win for the company (avoiding raw material purchases, and increased customer
satisfaction)
win for the environment (reduced raw material
consumption)."3
BMS has applied eco-efficiency initiatives through their commitment to Product Life-Cycle
reviews, and has increased the availability of the information through their Best Practices
database. The results of BMS eco-efficiency initiatives have resulted in cost savings of $2.9
million in Best Practices and a potential $7 million in Product Life-Cycle reviews.
Nike's new agenda has a commitment to eco-efficiency initiatives. Nike's goal is to reduce the
amount of natural resources they rely on. Nike looked at how they produced and processed their
products to see what materials they used and emitted. The result was a switch from
petroleum-
based solvents to water and detergent-based substitutes. The results are estimated to have saved
$4.5 million in raw material cost savings.
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Interface has embraced the McDonough and Braungart concept of eco-effectiveness. This
concept goes beyond eco-efficency, and demands excluding harmful substances and keeping
materials in a closed-loop system. Interface's commitment to eco-effectiveness is demonstrated
in their path to achieve sustainability on seven fronts.
C. Design for Environment
Design for the Environment is Xerox's main tool in reaching their eco-efficiency goals of
waste-
free products, waste-free plants and waste-free offices. Similarly, BMS uses aspects ofDFE in
their Product Life-Cycle reviews. Both Xerox and BMS foster the cradle-to-grave
environmental ethic. On the other hand, Nike and Interface have adopted the philosophy of
cradle-to-cradle operations, which allows these companies to incorporate philosophies of DFE
that encompass the larger system.
2. Differences
The differences between the four companies go beyond the industries they represent. The major
differences between the companies that have helped to shape how their EHS and/or sustainability
programs are the timing of the triggering events, the
pre-existence of EHS programs, and their
focus on theNext Industrial Revolution.
A. Triggering Events
Xerox and Bristol-Myers Squibb experienced their triggering event
back in the 1980s. Xerox
experienced their event in 1984, with the underground storage tank.
BMS experienced their
event in 1987, with the investigation of the
violation of the Clean Water Act. Nike and Interface
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experienced their triggering event in the 1990s. Interface experienced their event in 1994, when
struggling to prepare an environmental mission and vision. Nike experienced their event in
1997, with the claims ofunsafe working conditions in their Asian factories.
The atmosphere regarding EHS issues and sustainability were very different in the 1980s and in
the 1990s. Many companies in the 1980s were still implementing command and control
approaches. Xerox and BMS's triggering event helped them to break out of traditional
approaches and move proactively forward. At the time, these steps beyond compliance
represented a significant transformation in industry practices.
The atmosphere in the 1990s, which fostered a more proactive atmosphere, allowed Nike and
Interface to embrace a more revolutionary approach.
B. EHS Programs
Xerox and BMS have well-established EHS programs. Many resources, both financial and
human, have been invested in the programs and technology that support their EHS initiatives.
It would be a huge investment for Xerox and BMS, both human and financial, to scrap this base
and subscribe to the strategies and/or the tool of the Next Industrial Revolution.
On the other hand, Nike and Interface had little or no base to
build upon. These companies
previously did little more
than comply with applicable rules
and regulations. Therefore, when
their triggering events occurred, they




C. Focus on the Next Industrial Revolution
Xerox and BMS both are committed to sustainability and the triple bottom line. Both companies
view on product design as an element in reaching sustainable development, however they do not
encompassMBDC design philosophies, TheNatural Step orNatural Capitalism approaches.
Nike and Interface have a strong commitment to sustainability and the triple bottom line. Both
companies embrace the MBDC design philosophies and The Natural Step. Interface also
embraces the concept of Natural Capitalism. Interface is the model for the Next Industrial
Revolution. Like no other company, the role of sustainability is central to the company's
mission. Ray Anderson and his company have embraced the ideas and philosophies of the Next
Industrial Revolution. Together with the Dream Team, Interface has mapped out how they will
reach sustainability and become a restorative enterprise.
3. Reason for the Differences
Interface and Nike are transformational in their approach to sustainability, and are looking to
redefine the traditional way of thinking about sustainable development and the road to get there.
BMS and Xerox are evolutionary in their approach to sustainability, building on environmental
health and safety programs already in place.
One reason for the transformation change in Interface and Nike is the relative age of their
environmental programs. Both
companies'
environmental health and safety programs were not
well established, especially compared to
Xerox and Bristol-Myers Squibb. Interface's
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revolutionary change came when Ray Anderson found a new vision for his company upon
reading Paul Hawken's The Ecology ofCommerce. Nike's revolutionary change came right after
Nike was widely criticized for their labor practices in Asia. Nike could not afford to sit back and
do nothing, so they were receptive to new approaches. Additionally, Nike and Interface were
facing falling stock prices. With the crusade of the CEO and an attempt to turn around a bad
situation both Interface and Nike adopted new revolutionary approaches that seemed appropriate
to turn their companies around. Both Nike and Interface believe that their revolutionary
approach will not only benefit the environmental and social bottom line, but also ultimately the
economic bottom line.
Bristol-Myers Squibb and Xerox both have well-established environmental, health and safety
programs throughout their companies. Both BMS and Xerox have evolved from the traditional
command and control approach to proactive EHS management, and both are actively striving for
continuous improvement. BMS and Xerox have each run into problems along the way, which
caused them to refocus their programs. This refocus could have seen as revolutionary at that
time, but both companies have continued along that path ever since.
Bristol-Myers Squibb and Xerox have a long-standing tradition ofEHS excellence. Both Xerox
and BMS are bigger and older companies than Nike and Interface. They both have a lot of
financial and human capital tied into their EHS programs. These two factors make it extremely
hard for either company to commit to the radical strategies and
tools of the Next Industrial
Revolution. With little or no pre-existing environmental, health and safety programs, Interface
and Nike may have found it easier to
invest the large amount of capital and educate employees
about this new revolutionary way of thinking because everything
was new to the companies.
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Both Interface and Nike, in deciding in the new strategic direction of their companies, looked to
the future and decided on the strategies and tool of theNext Industrial Revolution.
Time will tell the future of these companies and the directions each will travel. Will the Next
Industrial Revolution come to fruition? For the sake ofour natural environment, I hope so.
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Appendix A: Casestudy Interviews
To present an original piece to this body of work, I developed 4 separate interview guides to
collect information. One interview guide was designed for Interface and Nike. The second
interview guide was developed for Bristol-Myers Squibb and Xerox. Additionally, I prepared an
interview guide forWilliamMcDonough (MBDC) and Paul Hawken (The Natural Step).
I contacted all four casestudy companies, William McDonough and Paul Hawken, via email and
followed up with phone calls when possible. I was successfully able to interview Bristol-Myers
Squibb and Interface. I was able to meet with George Nagle, Corporate Senior Director, at his
office. The first interview conducted with Bristol-Myers Squibb was from a previous
assignment. I was able to conduct a phone interview with Jennifer DeBose, Eco-Sense Program
Manager, from Interface. The documentation of those interviews are included.
I was not as successful with the remaining contacts. I received a response from
Paul Hawken,
but due to time constraints he was unable to answer my questions. I also received a response
from Jack Azar, Vice President ofEnvironmental Health and Safety, for Xerox. He referred me





Interviewed by Liliana Rodriguez and Sarah Nesbitt
Corporate Assurance Services Office - Syracuse, NY
January 21, 1999
George Nagle. Corporate Senior Director EHS:
An EHS program has been around at BMS since around 1970's.
8-10 years ago they decided that
they were not happy withwhere they were, (compliance, reactive)
and formed the corporate
staff. The start of corporate was and evolutionary process. Slowly began to
integrate EHS into
business so business could figure out what was important to
their job and by slowly interfacing
EHS into their decision making processes.
What is the driver in integrating EHS into business functions?
Want to be a leadership company and to have the quantum leap needed to be a leadership
company they were going to have to have the whole company involved. There are 150 people
who spend at least Vi of their time on EHS issues and there are 51,000 employees, need the
whole company's involvement. Until you integrate you don't have R&D, engineers etc. having
environmental factors taken into consideration.
What tools have you used to integrate EHS into business?
PLC and Codes ofPractice. The codes ofpractice operationalize the EHS policy and make it
applicable to any business, contractor, and supplier.
How do you communicate value ofEHS to top management? ($)
3 Different ways to communicate value ofEHS program. 1. Company evaluation program,
evaluated depending on risk, and tracks the problems and number ofproblems corrected within
90 days. 2. Codes ofPractice: each company makes a self assessment ofwere they are with the
goal that all divisions must reach level 2 by the year 2000. 3. Operating results: accident rates,
energy used, HW generated, releases to air, compliance. Their rationale is that as management
systems improve operating results will decrease.
But to speak in terms ofwhat management understands cost savings is important figure. Also,
they recently developed a brochure that captures CAS's value to the company.
QUALITY:
Since I imagine that BMS has to be strong in quality because of its business, has that
helped in integrating EHS?
What you are starting to see in some companies is that EHS and quality are reporting to the
same
boss, and in the summer of 1998, Tom Hellman the VP ofEnvironmental Affairs and
Occupational Health and Safety responsibility was increased to add GMP (Quality). They are
beginning to see the quality systems between EHS.
Quality is now starting to develop a policy statement, codes ofpractice and performance
measures.
CAS is actively working to achieve its
9002 certification. They want to be the first internal EHS
group to become ISO 9002 certified.
(Since the Interview Bristol-Myers Squibb has
accomplished this goal.)
Do you ever work on projects together, or use their expertise as a resource?
Having both corporate groups together allows for cross training and working together on
evaluations.
They have weekly information sessions to familiarize each group with concepts, ideas, and
problems in each field.
MISC:
What companies have you benchmarked against and do you know who is using you as a
benchmark in this area?
Benchmark against companies they deem to be leaders within their industry and in EHS (e.g.,
Merck, J&J, Baxter)
Also, benchmark outside the company too. They participate with GEMI and GEMI has some 30
participating companies and they do benchmark studies with those companies.
Sustainability?
It is extremely important. The next EHS report will have more information related to the triple
bottom line. They are also thinking about calling it a progress report on the sustainable
development. But, was saying that it is a new area, where companies aren't as sure to travel with
what sort ofmetrics.
Part Two:
Jerry Schinaman, Corporate SeniorManager EHS
Product Life Cycle:
PLC is defined as materials in gate (way receive raw materials, look at suppliers) to what is left
ofproduct used up (grave). Doesn't
look at transportation (e.g., energy consumed) as a general
rule, however there are exception such as
transportation costs from PR - Montreal.
What was the driver for initiating PLC? Was an external firm hired to help
in the start up
of the program? Which one?
There was the realization to improve. PLC was introduced as Pollution
Prevention measure and
grew from there. ERM was hired to help build the framework, Jerry and consultant initiated it
and then the different functions took responsibility.
What are the additional benefits of PLC besides the cost savings?
The biggest benefit they see to PLC is getting the cross-functional teams into it, seeing how their
function can have an impact on EHS. This reduces cost, makes it more efficient, less expensive
product, less regulations.
What are the negatives?
In the way they approached it, due to their boundaries, there were no negatives. But, if trying to
define the boundary farther out in the beginning of the cycle, the negatives are cost, insufficient
data for impact assessments.
What type of problems did you run into?
Getting people to think that change is good and not to think in the interim, but what should be
done.
What type of training is done for PLC?
There was an initial training group and then they have training within their function.
Have the savings benefit from PLC Assessments that BMS is beginning to see now,
exceeded or fallen short ofwhat was expected?
Expected, they knew there were opportunities here to capture. 1/2 of the 7 million dollars of
savings identified have been captured at this time. They run into a problem sometimes with the
FDA. Since their business is so heavily regulated by the FDA to make any changes need to
submit new paper work. Therefore, if changes have to be made in the process etc., they then will
consider the EHS changes then.
Jerry believes that since management really wasn't the driver for this process that the benefits
seen have exceeded what they thought could be.
When did PLC assessment become integrated into new product development and is this
taken into consideration with each new product?
Nutritional division has an internal website to facilitate PLC review. Each function goes through
the program, answers the questions regarding PLC to help identify areas of improvement.
Also, Clairol (WW beauty) is participating in a project with a tool developed by the EDF for
criteria ofnew products and packaging. (Beta project)
The goal is to implement this new tool with a system like the nutritional divisions and then roll it
out to the rest of the company.
ICC CODES
In implementing the 16 codes of practice was there a business that this was particularly
hard to do this for?
Equally difficult. The news that each business was now going to have to adopt and measure
against their progress in each of these categories was broken to them all at the same time.
Therefore, it took some time for them to make sense of it and for any of the data to make sense
when evaluating it. To help in that process the evaluation team evaluates against the codes.




Corporate Assurance Services Office - Syracuse, NY
August 4, 1999
George Nagle, Corporate Senior Director EHS
Interview Guide
QI: Are you familiar with the work done by William McDonough and Paul Hawken on the
redesign of Industry, what they call the Next Industrial Revolution?
Yes.
Ifyes, what role, if any, do you see this playing in your company?
BMS journey toward sustainable development addresses the triple bottom line. Not
sure how the work done by McDonough and Hawken address the total (triple)
bottom line.
Q2: Are you familiar with the Natural Step?
Yes.
Ifyes, what role, if any, do you see this playing in your company?
TNS addresses the environmental piece, doesn't address the economic and social
piece that BMS has identified as part of their journey toward sustainable
development.
Q3: What is the company's strategy for achieving sustainability and what are the biggest
challenges you face?
Strategy: To keep eyes and ears open. To continue
with things (programs,
associations) aligned with sustainability
and actively dialogue with any stakeholder
groups to help move forward. Also, to actively
benchmark leadership companies
and processes to see what can learn.
Challenges: All businesses face over the short term the fact that the
dollar value is
not aligned with values that need to be taken from a
sustainable development point
of view (e.g., gas). As long as the numbers
aren't right, decisions made from a
sustainable development aren't economically
rationale and visa versa. Therefore, it
is a leap of faith to proceed. Consumers provide no evidence that they are willing to
pay more for environmental benefits.
Q4: Do you think that industry in general needs to redesign the way it does business in order
to become sustainable? Why orWhy not?
In general, beyond how you manufacture, Industry will have to redesign the vision
and mission of the company to decide if the company is going to make a product or
provide a service. I think the move will be from manufacturing to a service
industry.
What changes has or will your company need to make in order to become sustainable?
Define sustainability on what it means to BMS and develop metrics that will
measure sustainability efforts.
Q5: Who are the responsible parties for defining sustainability and EHS issues (titles, where
they fit in the organizational chart)? What type of interaction do they have with each
other? What is the role of the CEO in EHS and Sustainability issues?
VP, EHS and Corporate Product Quality Officer, VP of Human Resources, CFO,
head ofPublic Affairs and CEO.
They meet monthly at the Issues Committee and they all have their offices located in
the same area, making communication easier.
CEO sets ultimate mission and vision and develops and implements strategic plan to
accomplish the goal.
Q6: What role does the EHS professional play in your company's efforts to become more
sustainable? How do you see this role changing over time?
The first function of the EHS professional is to bring up sustainable development to
the CEO and other top management professionals. EHS professionals also monitor
and benchmark other companies and services on their leadership qualities.
Over time, see the EHS professionals communicate more closely with human
resources and public affairs to tie in the triple bottom line. Also, see the EHS
professional working together with
other business units with sustainability issues.






Jennifer DeBose. Eco-Sense Program Manager
QI: How does your company utilize the strategies of the Natural Step and William
McDonough's Next Industrial Revolution?
There is no specific way that Interface uses TNS or NIR. Interface together with
ideas and guidance of the Dream Team ( Hawken, McDonough, Lovins, Picard ..)
have a lot of ideas that they workwith. Anderson has created with these ideas as the
backbone, specific tools for Interface that they use as their guide.
Q2: How did your company first hear about the Natural Step? The Next Industrial
Revolution?
Believe first heard about it through Paul Hawken. Then Interface went to Sweden
they brought back Dr. Robert to Atlanta and Interface was the first US company to
sign on to TNS.
Q3: What were the particular issues that lead your company in this direction?
Questions were coming in to the company asking them their position on the
Environment and how environmentally friendly the company was, they needed a
vision. Anderson read Paul Hawken's book and it inspired him to action.
Q4: What do you think is the relationship between the concept of the Next Industrial
Revolution and the Natural Step?
TNS is helping spur the NIR. It is a tool in helping Interface get to the NIR.
What other tools using?
natural capitalism, focusing on social responsibility
Q5: What challenges has your company faced in implementing the Natural Step and concepts
of the Next Industrial Revolution (from getting it accepted to implementation)?
Q6: Is it harder to change the technological systems or change the attitudes of the people
working within the old systems? Why do you think that is?
It is very hard to change attitudes. Harder to change attitudes than technology. It
is hard to have suppliers and customers change with you and that limits what can be
done. There is lots ofmisbelief and misunderstanding in new ideas.
Also, in educating the workforce about these ideas, a lot of it is scientific (TNS) and
it is a challenge to simplify the language for a better understandingwithout losing
the meaning.
In Operations, it is a challenge to determine how will you go about measuring, how
to translate these ideas into a metrics.
Q7: For your company, do you foresee the Natural Step becoming a requirement for doing
business?
Do not see it as that widely accepted to say yes. A good business practice yes. With
Interface taking the lead in sustainable practices it has sparked the carpet industry
to look into sustainability to stay competitive.
Q8: What does your company do to internally and externally communicate your participation
in theNext Industrial Revolution and The Natural Step?
Internal communication:
Newsletter
Every 6 months 50-75 people involved in Eco-Sense meet to share challenges and




Will produce a CERES report this year
Speaking (customers, universities, conferences, replies to feedback (e.g. me))
Plus, RayAnderson and his book and speaking engagements.
Q9: Who are the responsible parties for defining sustainability and EHS issues (titles, where
they fit in the organizational chart)? What type of interaction do they have with each
other? What is the role of the CEO in EHS and Sustainability issues?
There is technically not an EHS department at Interface. There is a Director of
Environmental Coordination which deals with compliance and H&S issues, but it is
the Research Corporation who develops the strategies and gives support to the
plants with issues such as TNS and NIR.
The President of Interface Research Corporation is also a Sr. VP of Interface, who
reports directly to Ray Anderson and also reports to the BOD on relative issues.
Also involved is the VP of Interface Research Corporation, who reports to the
president of Interface Research Corporation but also has collaboration with Ray
Anderson too.
There are face to face collaborative interactions, which are pretty constant, there is
a constant flow of information.
Ray Anderson, is very hands on. Very involved. One who changed the vision and is
the champion of this push towards sustainability.
Q10: How do you think implementation of the Natural Step and the concepts of the Next
Industrial Revolutionwill affect occupational health and safety issues?
What Interface is really starting to focus on is social responsibility and the impact
they have. Implied in that is what is the impact that Interface has on their
employees.
Taking affluence away from the equation and substituting in happiness and trying
to definewhat that means to the employee. For example it can be childcare, flexible
hours, other wellness issues and cross training issues. Inherent in those is increased
productivity, less loss time, less sick day etc.
Additional Question:
The goal ofTNS and NIR does that give employees a sense of a higher purpose?
It is a point of pride, but it does vary. With the goals there are built in expectations
but when the company doesn't reach the goal fast
enough frustration sets in.
Qll: What role does the EHS professional play in your company's efforts to become more
sustainable? How do you see this role changing over time?
They really don't have a traditional EHS role.
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Appendix B: Policies, Visions and Missions
Xerox EH&S Corporate Policy
Xerox Corporation is committed to the protection of the environment and the health and
safety of its employees, customers, and neighbors. This commitment is applicable
worldwide.
The following principles shall govern all business practices in the design, manufacture,
procurement, marketing, distribution, maintenance, reuse/recycling and disposal of
products and related services:
Protection of the environment and the health and safety of Xerox employees,
customers, and neighbors from unacceptable risks takes priority over economic
considerations and will not be compromised.
Xerox operations must be conducted in a manner that safeguards health, protects the
environment, conserves valuable materials and resources, and minimizes risk of asset
losses.
Xerox is committed to designing, manufacturing, distributing and marketing products
and processes to optimize resource utilization and minimize environmental impact.
All Xerox operations and products are, at a minimum, in full compliance with
applicable governmental requirements and Xerox standards.
Xerox is dedicated to continuous improvement of its performance in Environment,
Health and Safety.
Source: Xerox EH&S Corporate Policy. [Online], 1. Available:
www.xerox.com/go/xrx/about xerox/about_xerox detail,jsp?yiew=editorial&id=11083&sub=l&trk=/Ab
ut Xerox/Xerox EH&S Corporate Policy/ [1999, September 30], p.l.
The Bristol-Myers Squibb Pledge
Our company's mission is to extend and enhance human life by providing the highest-
quality health and personal care products.
To Our Customers
We pledge excellence in everything we make and market, providing you with the safest,
most effective and highest-quality products. We promise to improve our products
through innovation, diligent research and development, and an unyielding commitment to
be the very best.
To Our Colleagues
We pledge personal respect, fair compensation and honest and equitable treatment. To
all who qualify for advancement, we will make every effort to provide opportunity. We
affirm our commitment to foster a globally diverse workforce and a companywide culture
that encourages excellence, leadership, innovation and a balance between our personal
and professional lives. We acknowledge our obligation to provide able and humane
leadership and a clean and safe work environment.
To Our Suppliers and Partners
We pledge courteous, efficient and ethical behavior and practices; respect for your
interests; and an open door. We pledge to build and uphold the trust and goodwill that
are the foundation of successful business relationships.
To Our Shareholders
We pledge dedication to increasing shareholder value of your company based upon
continued profitable growth, strong finances, high productivity and intensive research and
development, leading to competitive superiority.
To the CommunitiesWhere We Live andWork, the CountriesWhere We Do
Business and theWorld We Serve
We pledge conscientious citizenship, a helping hand for worthwhile causes and
constructive action that supports a clean and healthy environment. We pledge
Bristol-
Myers Squibb to the highest standard of moral and ethical behavior and to policies and
practices that fully embody the responsibility, integrity and decency required
of free
enterprise if it is to merit and maintain the confidence of society.
Source: Report on Environmental Health and Safety Progress: On the Path to
Sustainable Development. (1999, May). [Online], 40. Available: www.bms.com/EHS
[1999, June 16], p.8.
Environmental, Health, and Safety Policy
Bristol-Myers Squibb is committed to protecting the environment and the health and
safety of our employees, our customers, and the public. We strive to conduct our
activities in an environmentally sustainable manner, taking into consideration the
complex and interconnected relationship ofour ecosystem.
Bristol-Myers Squibb is committed to compliance with all applicable governmental
requirements and internal environmental, health and safety (EHS) requirements. We
maintain management systems designed to ensure compliance, and which support
integration ofEHS considerations into our business processes.
Bristol-Myers Squibb is committed to the protection of human health and prevention of
pollution. We strive to identify and eliminate negative EHS impacts associated with our
facilities, activities, services, and products throughout their life cycle.
We commit to continual improvement of our EHS management systems and performance
and will strive to achieve industry leadership. We establish EHS objectives and targets,
conduct regular management systems and performance evaluations, and periodically
report on our performance to our employees, our customers, and the public.
Bristol-Myers Squibb will foster dialogue with interested parties, including our
employees and the public, and be responsive to their EHS concerns and suggestions. We
will share information and openly communicate about our EHS management systems and
performance and the impacts ofour activities, services, and products.
Division presidents have the primary responsibility for implementing this policy,
allocating resources, and establishing and supporting EHS programs. Management at all
levels will take actions to ensure that all employees understand the meaning and the
importance of this policy. Our employees are responsible for integrating EHS
considerations into their work activities.
Charles A. Heimbold, Jr.
Chairman and ChiefExecutive Officer
Source: Report on Environmental Health and Safety Progress: On the Path to
Sustainable Development. (1999, May). [Online], 40. Available: www.bms.com/EHS
[1999, June 16], p.9.
Nike's Environmental Mission:
Through the adoption of sustainable business practices Nike is committed to securing
intergenerational quality of life, restoring the environment, and increasing the value for
our customers, shareholders, and business partners.
Nike's Environmental Policy:
Nike will endeavor to:
Integrate principles of sustainability into all major business decisions.
Scrutinize our environmental impacts in our day to day operations and throughout
every stage of the product life cycle.
Design and develop product, materials and technologies according to the fundamental
principles of sustainability.
Promote our practices throughout the supply chain and seek business partnerships
with suppliers who operate in a manner consistent with our values.
Educate our employees, customers, and business partners to support our goal of
achieving sustainability.
Turn awareness into action by integrating environmental responsibility into job
responsibility.
Partner with experts and organizations that contribute to our knowledge about
sustainability and stewardship ofour outdoor playground.
Contribute to quality of life in the communities in which we operate.
Monitor, measure and report progress.
Strive for continuous improvement in everything we do.
Comply with all applicable and relevant regulations wherever in the world we do
business.
Source: Mission. [Online], 1. Available: www.nikebiz.com/environ/com-mission.shtml
[1999, November 12], p. 1.
Policy. [Online], 1. Available: www.nikebiz.com/environ/com policv.shtml
[1999, November 12], p. 1.
Interface's Company Vision:
To become a leader in industrial ecology by first becoming a sustainable corporation and
eventually a restorative enterprise.
Interface's Company Mission Statement
Interface will be the first name in commercial and institutional interiors worldwide
through its commitment to people, product and place. We will strive to create an
organization wherein all people are accorded unconditional respect and dignity, one that
allows each person to continuously learn and develop. We will focus on product through
constant emphasis on quality and engineering which we will combine with superior
attention to our customer's needs. We will honor the places where we do business by
endeavoring to become the first name in industrial ecology, a corporation that cherishes
nature and restores the environment. Interface will lead by example, leaving the world a
better place than when we began.
Source: Sustainable Enterprise. [Online], 1. Available:
www. interfaceinc.com/us/company/sustainabilitv/frontpage. asp [ 1 999, December 28], p.l.
Company Information: Investor information: Mission Statement. [Online],
1. Available: www.interfaceinc.com/us/companv/investor/mission statement.asp [1999, December
28], p.l.
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Appendix C: Nike's Reuse-A-Shoe Collection Partners
ATLANTA AREA














































Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
617-566-0220
DALLAS-FT.WORTH AREA




1540 S. University Dr.
Ft. Worth, TX 76107
817-877-1448
DETROIT AREA
Dick's Sporting Goods 22349 Eureka Road
Taylor, MI 48180
313-374-0429






1290 S. Rochester Rd.
Rochester, MI 48307
248-608-9696
LOS ANGELES, CA AREA
Frontrunners 11640 San Vincente
Los Angeles, CA 90049
310-207-0216
A Snail's Pace 8780 Warner Ave.
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
714-375-1422








Paragon Sporting Goods 867-871 Broadway
New York, NY 10003
212-255-8036
PHILADELPHIA, PA AREA




Pace SetterAthletic 4306 SEWoodstock
Portland, OR 97206
503-777-3214
333 S. State Street
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
503-635-3577
Portland Running Co. 11355 SWScholls Ferry Rd.
Beaverton, OR 97005
503-524-7570
Meadowlark Ski & Sports 1 155 NE Hogan Road
Gresham, OR 97030
503-665-7173




3086 N. Highway 97
Bend, OR 97701
541-388-5593
Five Star Sports 219 SWMadison
Corvallis, OR 97333
541-754-6825
SAN FRANCISCO, CA AREA
Lombardi Sports 1600 Jackson Street
San Francisco, CA 94109
415-771-0600
Hoy's 1632 Haight Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
415-252-5370
MetroSport 2198 Filbret Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
415-923-6453
37 Town & Country Village
Palo Alto, CA 94301
650-321-6453
21267 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
408-446-5511
Forward Motion 412 Hartz Ave.
Dansville, CA 94526
510-831-3745










Source: Reuse-A-Shoe. [Online], 4. Available: www.nikebiz.com/environ/paitners. shtml [1999,
November 12], p. 1-4.
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Appendix D: PLETSUS: Practices LEading Toward SUStainability
PEOPLE:
Customers
Provide honest information about the known environmental impacts ofyour company
and product
Invite customers to audit and critique your efforts
Share your understanding of environmental issues and natural systems with customers
Employees
Culture
Create atmosphere that encourages employees to question status quo and take risks
Create environment that encourages life-long learning
Engage the creativity of all employees and associates
Understanding
Educate all employees on the corporate sustainability vision
Educate all employees on basic environmental principles and working ofnatural systems
Create mechanism for employees to share knowledge ofbest practices
Bring in experts to address and challenge employees
Create newsletters to report sustainability projects and challenges, including information
that is not specific to the company
Provide access to information that can help employees in their private lives, e.g., sponsor
seminars on ways to save energy at home
Have a "dumpster
diving"
activity to understand the makeup ofyour waste stream
Use experimental learning techniques to explain complex concepts
Hold a seminar to explain the do's and don'ts ofyour recycling program
Involvement
Ask employees to give input into improving environmental impacts on their jobs
Ask employees if there are easy or low cost things that the company could do to make
their job more pleasant and them more productive
Involve employees in decision making when it affects them
Always listen to what employees have to say about issues that affect them
Respect the knowledge and intelligence of all employees
Create work group teams to eliminate waste in their
work areas
Suppliers
Share your corporate vision and internal framework for sustainability with suppliers
Involve suppliers in educational opportunities to learn more about sustainability
Community
Environmental Organizations and Government Programs
Partner with environmental organizations that work on issues important to your corporate
philosophy
Commit a percentage ofprofits to environmental research
Participate in voluntary government programs with the Environmental Protection
Agency, such as Green Lights, Energy Star Buildings, and ClimateWise
Networking
Contact other companies with a similar vision; share ideas
Work with local universities to find latest environmental technologies and understanding
Workwith universities in joint research projects
Talk with global experts
Search for good practices and ideas outside your company
Share your accomplishments with others and multiply good practices through them
Invest time and resources in organizations committed to environmental progress or
sustainable development
The Public
Develop auditing mechanisms open to public disclosure
Make public statements in support of sustainable principles and public disclosure such as
the CERES (Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies) Principles
Sponsor community forums and local environmental issues
Choose community projects to support with time and money




Establish top management commitment to long-term environmental strategy
Establish corporate and divisional sustainability vision statements
Ask for volunteer to serve as local environmental coordinators
Establish local Green Teams to implement ideas
Gain certification in third party assessed environmental management systems such as
ISO 14001 or BS 7750
Create a process ofmanaging all aspects of environmental stewardship
Develop well-defined corporate values, goals, decision making, and response
mechanisms
Evaluate product and service offerings for fit with a sustainable society
Metrics
Measure all material and energy flows in physical and monetary units
Develop managerial "Full Cost
Accounting"
system
Audit management systems and disposal practices




to highlight most profitable enterprise from total cost
perspective
Incentive Plans
Give rewards to individuals or teams with the best sustainability project
Tie monetary compensation to achieving well-defined
Recognize outstanding commitment and progress toward sustainability
Keeping the Enthusiasm
Set reasonable goals and always celebrate your accomplishments
Learn through playing games
Develop a sense ofcompetition and pride
Bring in college interns to research special projects for a fresh perspective
Volunteer for a local hands-on project as a corporate team where the results ofyour
labor are almost immediate, e.g., plant a garden ofnative plants
PRODUCT:
Design
Redesign products to use less raw materials while delivering the same or greater
value
Replace nonrenewable materials with more sustainable materials, such
as"
Organic materials, e.g., products ofnature such as wood, cotton, hemp, flax,
vegetable oils, etc.
Organically grown and sustainable harvested materials, e.g., organic cotton and
produce, certified wood products, etc.
Locally produced and abundant materials
Recycled and reclaimed post-consumer or post-industrial waste materials
Materials consuming lower embodied energy
Eliminate use ofhazardous chemicals
Design products to minimize consumption of energy and auxiliary materials in use
Design products to be repaired or selectively replaced when only a portion wears out
Develop products out of easily separated components, or out ofonly one material, to
facilitate recycling
Consider the entire life cycle of the product, including how it will be recovered and
made into another useful product
Packaging
Design out all product packaging, e.g., "taco
shell"
(package is part of the product)
Develop returnable packaging
Deliver products in bulk
Develop reusable packaging for work-in-process materials
Use recycled materials
Design packaging to be more easily recycled





Reclaim waste heat from processes, furnaces, air compressors, and boilers
Systematically review all electric motor systems to minimize installed horsepower
and maximize motor efficiency
Design pumping systems with big pipes and small motors
Design pumping systems by laying out pipes first (to minimize distance and elbows),
then motors and other equipment
Lay out plants to minimize distance materials travel
Research product formulations to reduce process temperature requirements
Minimize the number of times materials are heated and/or cooled
Install multiple small motors to handle varying volumes rather then one big motor
Design system for expected operating conditions rather than maximum expected
capacity
Stage plant flows and energy peaks to maximize efficiency
Use computer modeling techniques to minimize energy usage
Research energy miser technology on motors
Install power submeters on all processes to continually monitor efficiencies
SOURCE
Research and adopt alternative energy sources consistent with local surroundings,
such as hydroelectric, biofiiel, solar wind power, etc.
Negotiate Green Energy contracts with utilities
Research soft starting/control motor technologies
Research energy storage technologies such as flywheels
Material
Adopt a zero waste mentality; design processes to create no waste or scrap
Adopt a zero defect mentality; most material defects become waste
Eliminate all smokestacks, effluent pipes, and hazardous waste
Adopt high efficiency planning and scheduling practices to
minimize waste
Network with other companies to find waste streams that can become inputs for other
processes
Buy raw materials in bulk to minimize packaging
Carefully segregate waste materials for reuse or recycling
Develop processes to utilize internal scrap materials
Develop quick stop technology to minimize waste created by off-quality processes
Take corrective action on quality problems as far
upstream as possible to minimize
waste
Closely measure all materials streams to monitor material efficiency
Marketing
Commit to taking back your product at the end of their lives
Rent only the service component ofyour products, e.g., warmth and light, rather than
sell the product




Share your corporate purchasing policy with all suppliers
Press suppliers to follow and document sustainable practices, and favor those that do
Press suppliers to take back packaging or not deliver it with the product
Buy services, not products
Encourage suppliers to report their environmental impacts in your terms
Encourage suppliers to develop and offer products with a smaller environmental
footprint
Ask for information about the environmental policy of the corporation and
information about the specific products you buy from suppliers
Include the waste and embodied energy used to produce raw materials purchased




policy stating the corporate goals on specific items when
possible
Circulate a list of recycled or environmentally friendly products to purchasing staff
Set out clear guidelines to follow
Support training for purchasing agents to understand the issues
Create an internal purchasing agent team focused on identifying appropriate products
Develop environmentally responsible methods of reconditioning used products
Share surpluses with other offices by publishing a regular list




Increase insulation in walls and doors
Use double paned or super windows
Use high efficiency glazing or films on windows
Use shades, deflectors, and light shelves to reduce summer sun
Design HVAC and utility systems for maximum long-term flexibility and efficiency, e.g.
under floor delivery, personal control
Maximize use ofnatural ventilation heating and cooling
Specify finishes and materials with low VOCs and that control the growth ofmicrobial
contamination
Install fast acting doors in factory and warehouse exits to minimize time the door is open to
outside
Design minimum of impermeable surfaces to minimize storm water runoff
Give priority to pedestrians, mass transit riders, and cyclists instead of automobile drivers
Design with the natural flows of the site in mind
Provide safe areas to secure bicycles
Use minimal finishes, such as paints and coatings
Use low embodied energy, locally abundant building materials
Rehabilitate existing buildings rather than tear them down
Use salvaged or refurbished materials
Locate near existing infrastructure
Separate and recycle construction waste
Operations
ENERGY
Conduct an energy audit with the help of local utilities
Replace old boilers with new high efficiency units
Install properly sized variable speed motors/fans
Install heat exchangers on building exhaust ducts
Preheat boiler feedwater with waste heat
Use excess plant heat to heat offices
Install programmable thermostats
Regularly maintain HVAC systems
Check fan speeds and efficiencies on HVAC systems
Regularly replace filter and clean duct work
Replace CFC in cooling systems with non ozone depleting refrigerants
Install variable air diffusers
Plant trees to shade eastern, western, and southern windows and air conditioners
LIGHTING
Redesign lighting to fit work processes, resulting in productivity improvements
Install infrared motion detectors for automatic lighting control
Replace incandescent lighting with compact fluorescent lighting
Retrofit existing lighting with high efficiency fluorescent or metal halide bulbs, electronic
ballasts, and reflectors
Reduce use of high bay lighting
Maximize use ofnatural daylight
WATER
Reuse water whenever possible
Reuse boiler water
Treat and reuse dye water
Develop closed loops whenever possible
Conduct water use audits, looking for leaks and waste
Install low flow fixtures in restrooms and kitchen areas
OFFICE
Paper
Use recycled paperwith a high percentage ofpost-consumer content
Use chlorine-free paper, if available
Use paper envelopes without windows and avoid Tyvek envelopes, so envelopes may be
recycled
Place collection containers at every work station to recycle used paper
Reduce or eliminate paperwork and number of copies
Scrutinize distribution lists
Make copies only on request; otherwise, route material
Maximize use ofbulletin boards
Set up copies so that double sided copying is the norm
Route magazines instead ofgetting separate copies
Keep paper that is still good on one side (GOOS paper, Good On One Side) and make scratch
pads out of it
Communicate via e-mail when possible, and don't print your e-mail messages
Eliminate cover sheets on faxes
Electronics
Purchase only energy saving electronic equipment
- look for the EPA's Energy Star label
Turn offcomputer monitors when not in use
Turn off your computer when you go to lunch and over night
Use a projector instead ofprinting overheads for presentations
Send used overheads back to 3M to be recycled
Send exhausted ink jet cartridges back to their manufacturer for recycling
Use refillable ink jet cartridges
Lease the service ofhigh end electronics instead ofbuying them (then they can be returned to
the provider when you decide to upgrade instead ofbeing disposed of)
Buy copiers, printers, and fax machines that use refurbished parts and toner cartridges
Maintenance
Invest in high quality maintenance to extend the life and maximize the efficiency of systems
Use only nontoxic cleaning compounds
Maximize use of all-purpose cleaners to reduce the number of chemicals used and to
minimize potential danger ofmixing
Buy cleaners in concentrated form that can be mixed at different strengths for different
purposes, reducing packaging and transportation
Use washable mugs, glasses, plates, and utensils
Use bulk product dispensers for beverages, condiments, etc.
Provide convenient and easy to understand recycling centers for commonwaste products
Measure all solid waste streams
Landscape
Leave as much habitat and vegetation as possible undisturbed by construction
Landscape to promote biological diversity
Design to minimize impact on local environment
Compost organic matter
Mulch lawn clippings
Put up bird boxes and start and employee-run next box monitoring program
Plant a butterfly garden near an area that employees use often
Join aWildlife Habitat Council
Start an employee vegetable garden
Create a series ofnature trails for employees and their families or even for the whole
community
Xeriscape by using plants adapted to local rainforest conditions
Use gray water to water the landscaping
Highlight native plants that are adapted to the local environment and do not require a lot of
maintenance
Employ Integrated Pest Management to minimize use of chemical pesticides
Install storm water retention ponds to minimize volume and temperature spikes on local
waterways from rain showers
Create bird sanctuaries in migration paths
Transportation
Product
Ship by rail whenever possible
Reduce weight ofproducts to consumer less energy in transport
Favor locally produced products
Create transportation consortiums to maximize loading of trucks with other local businesses
Pelletize waste materials such as fiber to minimize transportation energy
Locate facilities to minimize shipping distances to major market centers
People
Offset employee travel and product transportation with tree planting through organizations
such as Trees for Travel
Reduce the number of trips by consolidating business or through better planning
Buy alternative fuel vehicles
Allow employees to telecommute or work alternative hours
Offer rebates to employees who use alternative transportation and do not consume parking
space
Offer public transportation passes to employees
Encourage video conferencing
Source: Anderson, Ray, C. (1998).Mid-Course Correction. Atlanta,
Georgia:
Peregrinzilla Press, p. 191-204.
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